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CHAPTER 1< PgERIIATIOILAL LABOUR ORGANISAT IOB,

IRDIA » SEPTEMBER 1958,

11, Political Situation and Administrative Action»

Delhi» Voluntary Arbitration of Disputes Accepted by
Labour Advisory Board,

The Labour Advisory B<jrd of the Delhi Administration" 
has accepted in principle the method of voluntary arbitra
tion for resolving disputes between employers and employees.

This principle, however, is subject to certain condi
tions suoh as acceptability of the arbitrator to the parties 
concerned, his judicial experience and awareness of the 
various aspects of the industry involved in tho dispute 
and his complete detachment from any kind of financial gain 
accruing from it, fthother suoh an arbitrator should be 
paid or unpaid is a matter uhich tho Board has yet to thrash 
out.

The Board, which has been constituted by the Chief 
Commissioner, with Shri Gopi Bath Aman as its chairman 
and representatives of various trades (including both 
employers and employees) dealt with a heavy agenda at its 
first meeting on 11 September 1958, The Board considered 
its sub-oommittoe•s report regarding the code of discipline 
drawn up for the observance of employers and employees.



It has teen suggested that suitable machinery should 
be set up to enforce implementation of the code of discipline 
in the interests of both employers and employees. The 
code embodies nine conditions -which aro equally binding 
on the employer and the cmpj.oyco»

The Board also recommended that employées* unions 
should bo given recognition not only by the Government 
but by tho employers on the basis of the strength of the 
employees demanding it in any particular industrial 
establishment and the number of unions already in exist
ence in that particular establishment «

■I ■ H

(The Hindustan Times>13 September |
1958 )« j: ; j

!
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12« Activities of External Servicea

India - Septeribor 1958«

Participation in Conferences, Meetings,etc.

Shri V«K«E« Kenon, Director, participated on 
September 1958, the Indian Labour Conference’s Sub 
Committee on Worlsrs’ Participation in l.ianarenent, 
at Ilew Delhi.
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14« Convontions and Recommendations«

India •* September 1958«

India Ratifies I.L.O. Convention No«100 concerning
Equal Remuneration for lien and Women Workers for

Work of Equal Valus«

The Government of India communicated on 15 September 
1958 to the I.L.O«« its ratification of Convention ÎTo.100 
concerning Equal Remuneration for Men and Women Workers 
for Work of Equal Value«

A statement placed before the Parliament« in this 
connection« recalls« that an earlier statement placed 
before Parliament in December 1952 on the action proposed* 
to be taken on this instrument by the Government of India«, 
stated that while the principle underlying the Convention 
•was acceptable to India« it was not possible to ratify it 
in the absence of adequate machinery to ensure its immediate “ 
application in full to all workers« Th© quest ion of ratifica
tion would» however, it was stated, b e reviewed at a later 
date«

Tho question of ratification of this Convention was 
accordingly reviewed by the tripartite Committee on Conventions 
end" at its first session held in August 1954{vide Section 14, 
pp.13-17 of tho report of this Office for August 1954), The 
Committee noted that —

(i) the principle of equal pay for equal work was embodied 
in the Constitution of India (Article 39(d)); was 
acceptable by the Central Pay Commission and followed 
in practico by a number of Industrial Tribunals and 
the Central and State Governments; and
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(ii) It was not possible to determine to what extent, 
if any, the existing disparities in wag©3 between 
men and women workers constituted a violation of 
the principle in tho absence of a job appraisal 
machinery, which was difficult to create in India 
imnediately»

Tho Committee, therefore, camo to the conclusion that 
while it was not practicable to ratify tho Convention, steps 
should bo taken for the progressive application of the prinoiple 
of equal remuneration® Action on tho lines suggested by the 
Committee was initiated by the Central and State Governments 
and employing Ministries®

Meanwhile, the International Labour Office called for a 
detailed report from. ÎSember States, including India, which 
had not ratified the Convention, regarding the extent to which 
tho provisions of the Convention were being applied in law and 
practice and the difficulties in the way of ratification of the 
Convention® These reports were placed before the T.L.O, Committee 
of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations, 
which, after making a detailed and critical analysis of the 
reports, camo to the following conclusion regarding the implications 
of the Convention and the specific obligations devolving on 
ratifying States:

The Convention does not create an absolute obligation to 
implement the prinoiple of equal remuneration regardless 
of existing conditions in the individual countries® A 
Government must ensurotho application of the principle 
only in so far as it has control over the methods Sor 
determining rotes of remuneration os in the case of public 
services and occupations and industries in respect of which 
Government 1b required to fix wages® In other cases, whore 
Government; has not tho requisite control over the fixation 
of wages, its obligation is restricted to promoting thé 
application of the prinoiple through appropriate moans®

This conclusion reached by the Experts was endorsed by 
the International Labour Conference at ItB 89th Session held 
in June,1956®

This new interpretation given to the implication of the 
Convention provided an opportunity for ranonnidaring, especially 
in view of the factors mentioned below, the decision already 
taken by the Government of India not to ratify the Conventions
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(i) If the acceptance of the principle "by a ¿¿enter State
is sufficient to enable it to ratify the Convention, the 
directive pgincipjfc&e principle relating to equal pay in 
the Constitution of India is already in compliance with 
it« Also, the Second Five Year Plan contains a Peoomenda- 
tion to the effect that the principle of equal pay for 
equal work needs to be more vigorously implemented«

(ii) If the responsibility ofthe State to enforce the principle 
is restricted only to fields whore there is statutory 
regulation of wages, action in Indie would bo necessary 
only in respsot of employments covered by the Minimum 
Wages Act,1948«. The question of disparity between wages 
for man and women workers was discussed at the second 
session of the Minimum Wages Central Advisory Board held 
in April 1954« The Bgarid recommended that - 

(a) the principle of equal pay should be complied with,

(to) where wages were paid on piece-rate basis, the rates 
should bo equal for men and wem^n,

: (c) in respect of time-rates also the rates should bo 
equal for identical jobs, and

(d) it would be permissible to fix differential rates 
when the output was demonstrably unequal«

(iii) The State Governments have been requested to appoint
officers to entertain complaints regarding the violation 
of the principle and many of them have done so already«

(iv) The attention of tho State Governments and the Employing
Ministries at the Centre has been drawn to the need for the 
principle of equal remuneration being taken into considera
tion by the wage fixing authorities under their control»

Beth tho Committee on Conventions and the Indian Labour 
Conference which considered the question of ratification of this 
Convention at their 4th and 15th Sessions (July, 1957) respectively, 
recommended that the matter should bo ire-examined in the light of 
the interpretation'given by the I.L.O. Committee of Experts (vide 
Section 14, pp, 21-29 of the report of this Office for July 1957)« 
The Government of India has accordingly re-examined tho matter, 
in consultation with the State Governments, and has come to the 
conclusion that tho I«L«O« Convention Ho«100 concerning Equal 
Remuneration for Men and Women Workers for Work of Eaual Value
ohould be ratifxed by Ipdia« The Convention will corne into force
for india twolvo months âfber the date on which its ratification 
has boen registerecl with the International Labour Office«

$\JL K
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Press Crltioism,- In an Editorial on 22 August 1958, 
the Hindustan Tiraos7~~ob serve os "TChile nobody denias the 
pjgnffinnnoo and value of this important ILO Convention, 
nob everyone is convinced about the case for haste in 
ratification. Only 24 out of tho 80 member States of ILO 
have taken thia action so far, India could have at once 
demonstrated her faithful allegiance to ILO and her sense 
of realism by ratifying several otter more practicable 
Conventions as for example the one concerning Occupational 
Disease, This, however, is not so much to oppose the action 
of the Government as to stress the enormous difficulties 
in thevay of effective enf orcemen tof the principle by 
reason of the peculiar conditions prevailing in the country, 
such as the more or less universal institution of' the joint 
family system. These apart, there are certain legal, 
physical and biological limitations which prevent women, 
from turning out the cars quantum of work as men. These 
limitations hove been recognised even in advanced countries, 
where employers have, in fact, been permitted to pay a 
relatively lower mage to women in order to ensure that 
unemployment among them does not increase. If the recent 
trend of employment of women workers in industries in India 
is any indication, presumably as an anticipating precaution 
against the prospoctive enforcement of the ILO Convention 
in. question, there has been a distinct decline in the 
employmen t of women labour. The ratification of tho equal 
wage Convention, when it comes into effect a year hence, 
will not only accelerate this trend but also act as a serious 
deterrent to tho future employment to~<thc-of women in industry 
and in other occupations,"

H ' 4 >
i ‘ j

(Lettor IIo,RD,207(17)/57 dated 15 ' i
September 1958, from the Ministry of 1
Labour and Employment, “Government of j
India, to the Director-General,
I.L.O., Geneva; H
The Hindustan Tims, 22 September 1S58), A

,J
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India Ratifies Convention Ko>107 concerning
'indigenous Populr.ti.cn* 21

The Govemnent of India has ratified the I.L.O» 
Convention lîo* 107 concerning the protection and 
integration of indigenous and other tribal and semi- 
tribal populations in independent countries* The 
position in law and practice in India in respect of 
the matters covered by the Convention broadly satisfies 
the requirements of various provisions of the Convention* 

(Press'Note dated 23 September 19583' 
issued by tho Government of India )«

«L» ’ !
I
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24» Non-Governmental Organisation(lnternatiGnal,Regional
and National) Othor than Employors1 and Uorkers* Trade

Organi sat ions »

India ** September 1958»

Tenth International Conference of Agricultural Economists»
Prime Minister*a call for' Peasant Co-operatives'»

The -tenth International Conference of Agricultural 
Economists tvas inaugurated at Mysore on 24 August 1958 
hy Shri Jawahnrlal Nehru, Prime Minister» Mr» L»K»
Elmhirct of the United Kingdom presided* The Conference 
was attended by experts from aver 70 countries»

Prime Minister's Address»- Inaugurating the Conference, 
Shri Nehru, referred to the several complicated problems 
facing free India» particularly in increasing production 
of foodgrains and raising standards of living of the rural 
folk, and said: oo-operatives should bo established, which 
would enable peasants to pool their profits by joint 
efforts* Such co-operatives, he said, should be those 
of peasants only, and not run by the State officials»

Tho Prims Minister emphasised that while they had to 
work in every plane, agricultural production, equitable 
distribution and tho llko, thoy had always to remember 
that in doing so, there wore certain moral and cultural 
values which society must have» Otherwise mere material 
progress might lead it in a wrong direction*



Shri îîohru referred in detail to the efforts rade 
by India in the natter of increasing food production 
and of raising the standard of life of the peasants, 
ttfoo fomed about eighty per cent of the population 
and the innumerable difficulties they had to encounter. 
He said he had immense faith in the Indian peasant and 
he was hopeful their conditions would improve a great 
deal in the near future#

Shri TTehru said that while agricultural production 
had gone up, still much more remained to be achieved#
The problem became tougher when they remembered that- 
there were millions of people who owned lands and who had 
to increase production. Peasants had to b e convinced 
about the particular type of farming and induced to take 
to new methods. Viihat was unfortunate was lack of initia
tive on the part of many, and this was duo partly because 
of the poverty dnid also of the habits. During the British 
rule, the initiative was -completely killed. How,- they 
in Ijjdia had pub an end to samindaris, and large proprietor
ships and they were thinking in terms of land reforms.
The average holding in India was pitiably low. Apart from 
this acting as a handicap for economic production there 
was the added handicap of their farmers not adopting 
progressive methods in agriculture.

It was his strong view that the only possible line 
of development was by co-operatives. He was anxious that 
lack of initiative should be removed and farmers made 
to realise the great importance of co-operative farming.
Such co—operatives should be those of peasants only. Of 
course It was necessary that those people knew each other.
If friis was followed^ then they could join a number of 
small co-oporatives into a big one.

i

Î
i



President’s Address*- Hr* Elmhirst in his presidential 
address said that today the v/orld could offer to the fanner, 
with the help of science and machines, new material freedom 
of all kinds "but not always that broader background end 
educational experience without which man’s spiritual 
aspiration was not fixed and his creative imagination not 
released*

One of the great opportunities they had at this 
meeting "is the chance to study what is happening to 
rural development in India* ^or, in Indin, as in China, 
South-East Asia and the Hiddle East, it is the ancient 
rural community and not just a farm family which is the 
vital unit*”

He added« "Cities confer great benefits but they * 
also cut people off from nature and from daily acquaint
ance with natural beauty.”

In rural areas, he said, something practical could 
be done immediately. I&anwhile, the research, survey 
and organisation that wore needed, before any big sums 
of capital ware invested could and must 1*0 on* That 
was why at this moment they should tai® a sympathetic 
look at the progress of Iudiats second Five Year Plan 
for industrial development an3 at the more gradual 
progress in the development programme for her rural 
communities*

In the Yfost they had still to put on a sensible 
basis this idea of mutual service between an urban 
centre and the farms or rural settlements which depended 
upon it and which it served* He said they had just 
begun this process*

In trying to work out the right balance between urban 
and rural development, Ur* Elmhirst asked social scientists 
to examine with care the problem of relating a nation’s 
population to'its land resources and land use in a world 
that, at the present rote, would double it 3 total numbers 
of people l>y the end of this century*

(The Deccan Herald, 25 August 1958 
The Hindu, 25 August 1958 )*



India — Septombar 1958«

Govenrnmnt Imposition of IflTPCi Employer’s Criticismi
DITÜG fers Bidente reply to Charges»

Presiding over^symposiua on "Prospects of Labour in 
Third Five Year Plan" at Bombay on 28 July 1958, Shri V.H. 
Chandavarkar, a leading employer and a f ormer chairman of 
the Bombay Millowners’ Association, said that labour troubles, 
experienced at present, 'Here due to Government’s efforts 
”to impose on workers, either directly or indirectly, a 
Government party-sponsored union - the Indian national Trade 
Union Congress — to control the trade union movement in 
the country",

"It is wrong for a party in power to sponsor a union 
and try to gain control over Ihbourthrough this union.
Such a method cannot help in the healthy development of the 
trade union movement"of-the Shri Chandavnrkar said,

Shri Chandavarkar said thast the Government hod been 
doing everything to strengthen the I.N,T.U.C. unione but 
despite all these efforts the influence of that organisation 
was "fast disappearing"*

"The T,M,T,U,C, had little control over labour. Its 
leaders were relying too much on Government support for their 
control oh 1 abour and were always to be seen in Sachivalaya 
(Government Secretariat) seeking interviews with the Labour 
Minister", Shri Chandarvarkar said.

The fading influence of the I.H.T.Ü.C., Shri Chandavarkar 
said, was shown jLguJJie recent strikes sponsored by leftist 
unions, he said,^were not directed so much against the Govern
ment and the. its labour policy as at "exoosing" the I.H.T.U.ff,’ a 
control over labour.



Shri Chandavarkar aaid that: in offeringrthis criticism 
ho did not noon that the Government shouldÏTrame labour laws 
or intervene in labour disputes* s^tieh when necessary« Nor 
would he support employers using questionable róthods to 
break strikeo by labour»

Shri Chandnvarkar said that ho equally condemned employers 
who tried to sponsors trade unions or tried to control labour 
by giving funds to a political party for that specific purpose.

fle said he had no objection if the funds were given to 
a political party whose policy they approved for general 
purpose»

"Sponsored unions, directly or indirectly, and controlled 
trade unions* ultimately harm not only the interests of labour 
and the employer but also of the country at largo”* Shri 
Chandavarkar said«

Any trade union controlled or financed by the employer 
did not work for more than two or three yarn» Adoption of 
such methods by the employers arehighly' immoral» It io 
equally wrong on the part of employers to break strikes by 
questionable methods»

The boast best way to settle disputes* Shri Chsndavarkar 
said* was to settle them across the table* Both sides must 
try to learn to trust each other»

lîJl'UC’s President’s reply»» Replying the charges made 
by^Shri Chandavarkar, Shri G » Ramanujan* President* I.N.T.U.C., 
in^press statement from Coimbatore on 4 August 1938, stated 
that Shri Chandavarkar not|being very much in touch with thè 
current developments and trends in the trade union movement 
accounts for his wrong understanding of the present position» 
"Be that as it may, one thing however is certQin* that he does 
not like the INTUC and his dislike is quite understandable»"

"INTUC has developed a scientific trade union technique 
and disputes are settled not on the basis of capacity to 
agitate bid; on the basis of facts and figures» This must 
hove been irksome to certain employers and I take it Sir 
Chandavarkar has only voiced the feelings of such employers*

"As regards Sir Chandavarkar’s reported allegation of 
Government support to DITUC,- it only shows that he is yet 
another victim to the popular fallacy. It has been HTTUC’s 
complaint all along that Government is more receptive to 
now-IIlT'DC unions who believe in agitational tactics and that 
INTUC is sometimes ignored because of its responsible and
constitutional approach«"
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”As regards the relationship between the party in 
power and the UJTUC, evidently Sir Chandavarknr does not 
know that there are many rival unions to the IE7UC started 
by the party in power itself in several centros in the 
country» Surely Sir Chondavarknr cannot have it as a 
grievance if the Govomncnfc support ^labour generally* _
For, it will, in that event, bo bnly 'a b elated-act -of - 
atonement Government is bound to do it after having 
declared its goal as a socialist order of society»

"Sir Chondavarknr’s reading into the causes of the 
recent token general strike in Bombay amazes ms, The 
strike was intended by certain political parties to make 
capital out of the long-drawn struggle in the Premier 
Automobiles» IIJTUC was not representing the Premier Auto
mobiles workers and it had nothing to do with it» Even 
according to the strikers, the strike had nothing to do 
with the DHUC and it passes my understanding Sir Chandavarknr 
trying to ho more loyal than the king in his attempt to 
explain and defend that strike» Is this an indication of 
yet another united front in the offing? But the UTTUC 

is strong enough to resist all that»”

(Th.0 Hindustan T ime s,50 -J uly 1958j 
Thc Indian Worker (Published by the 
I.n»T.U.C.) Vol.G, Ho»44-45.

15 August 1958, page 25 )»;

*L*



ICFTU Have to forge Unity between IHTUC and
fails«

Acoording to a report in Hindustan T imes , 19 September 
1958, an I.C.F.T.U. move to get the Indien National Trade 
"Ghion- Congress and the Hind Masdoor Sabha agree to a demar
cation of their spheres of influence has fallen through*

The aim of the plan was to end the rivalry between 
the two organisations (both of whom believe in democratic 
trade unionism) so that they con present a united front 
against the communist-controlled All-India Trade Union 
Congress* The I.H»T'.U.C, is run by pro-Congress elements^ 
while the ‘H*H*S* is supported by the Praja-Sooialist Party 
and the Sooialst Party*

The proposal for a demarcation of the spheres of 
influerioe emanated from Shri3 .IÎ.Olderibroek, General 
Secretary’of the International Confederation of Free Trade 
Unions (to which both the organisations are affiliated),, 
after an on-the-spot study’by him of the labour situation 
in India goes months ago*

H. H.S. spokesmen are opposed to this demarcation*
In their opinion the I*H*T*U*C* is closely aligned with 
the ruling party and is not in a position to take an 
independent line on matters affecting the working class*

I. U.T.U.C* sources repudiate thio and say that theirs 
is an independent body and that the only link between it 
and the Congress is ideological* They aTe’not in favour
of a unity of convenience but want ideological unity* They 
do not like joint fronts, so popular with the communists*

The real reason which keeps these two organisations 
apart is political. The P.S.P. and the Sooialist Party, 
vhich control the H.U.S*,are hot likely to align themselves 
with elements which owe loyalty to the Congress save tn 
exceptional circumstances*

!1
i



The executive hoard of the I.C,F«T»IF# whioh disouasod 
tho problem at its last meeting, accordingly, felt that 
under the pro cent conditions any of fort to bring about 
an agreement bertweon the two organisations would bo inadvis
able • Instead, it decided to "make efforts to minimise 
suspicions and frictions between the two through a represen
tativo in India”#

Th° press report adds« ” How far those efforts will 
succeed is problematic# Hhat has been noticed is that in 
spite of previous agreements these two oentral trade union 
bodies have been drifting apart# Lately, the H.M.S# and 
the A.-I.T.n,C. have at -times combined to launch joint 
ctriloes# The latest instance was the dock strike# In 
Kerala, however, the I,H,T,U,C#, H.M.S« and United Trade 
Union Congress have combined as a protective measure against 
the A«-I»T,U.C. and the Communist Hinistzy#”

"The-Kerala experience has created a strong feeling 
among-a section Of .trade unionists that to combat cormunlRt 
influence among the working class they-would hare to get 
closer to each other#” -

Unity Among Unions #- "This has brought to the £eree- 
fore the question of unity among trade unions cherishing 
democratic ideals# Shri H.M# Joshi and Shri Harihar Hath 
Shastri during their life—time had striven hard to bring 
the I.H.T#U.C# and the H«l!#S# close to each other# An 

. agreement called the ”no .mutual recrimination agreement” 
was evolved and the experiment of forming joint industrial 
federations wa3 also tried# These efforts came to naught 
because of the sharp political cleavage between the Congress, 
the P#-S*P» end the Sociolst Party to which the leaders of 
these trade union centres belonged»"

(The Hindustan ^imes, 19 September 1958)



Labour Representation n't I»L»O« Conferences:
' Question in Parlianont.

TH« rival claims of -the Congress led Indian National 
Trade Union Congress# and ihe Communist-led All-India Trade 
Union Congress to represent the largest number of workers 
in the country figured during question time«

Replying to a number of questions by Communist members, 
the Deputy Minister of Labour, Shri Abid Ali, said that the 
Government followed the procedure laid down in the constitution 
of the International Labour Organisation for selecting workers’ 
representatives to attend conferences of the ILO«

Under the ILO constitution, he said, the Government had to 
invite the central trade union organisations in the country to 
send an agreed list of workers’ representatives« The Government’s 
attempt to get an agreed list had failed during the last six years«

In view of the failure, he added, the Government had to 
invite the central trade union organisation which had the largest 
membership in the country to submit its list of work a? s’ representa
tivos • Since after verification it was found that the I.U.T.U.C. 
had the largest membership, its representatives were sent to 
the reoent ILO conference held in Geneva*

Answering supplementaries, Shri Abid Ali saidthat the 
workers* representatives for the recent ILO conference were 
selected on the basis of the membership of the different central 
trade union organisations as on 31 March 1957« Por the next 
ILO conference to be held in June 1959, he added, workers’ 
representatives would be selected on the basis of the membership 
as on 31 March 1958«

He added that the Government had a machinery to check the 
figures of membership claimed by the different central trade 
union organisations«

Answering the- a supplementary, the Deputy Labour Minister 
said that the membership of the A.I.T.U.C. in Kerala had gone 
up by 400 per cent,

(it is understood that according to unverified membership 
returns an on 31 March 1958, submitted to the Minifi-fcry of Labour 
and Employment* the AbI«T«U.C. has claimed a membership of over 
1,450,000 as against 1,410,000 membership of the I.H,T.U«C«, 
the present most representative central trade union organisation)©

(The Statesman, 18 September 1958;
Th© Hindustan Tines, 4 September 1958)«
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India - September 1958»

Communists* Attempt to control S-fceel Belt:
Shri Tata*s Views on Jamshedpur Strikeo

Shri J»R. D* Tata, Chairman, Tata Iron an d Steel 
Company Limted, in the course of his address at the 
fifty-firGt annual general meeting of the Company on 
18 September 1958, dealt on the recent strike and violent 
incidents at Jamshedpur (vide Section 67, pp* 60-Sl of 
the report of this Office for July 1958) and characterised 
them as "a determined and premediahed attempt "by the 
Communist Party to acquire by force at Jamshedpur ns part 
of a biggor plan to control the -rahole of the labour field 
in the Indian heavy industry"» The essential fact about 
this stihe Tiaa, he sated^ that it -raas not a. dxppixte between 
the Company and its ^employees*

i L I

(For details please soe SGotion 67, pp* (fo-^2. of 
this Report)* 5I i

i (
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65th Annual General Mooting of UPASIi President's
' ' Address?-

The sixty-fifth annual general mooting of tho United 
Planters’ Association of South India (UPASl) was held at 
Coonoor on 25 August 1958, Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri, Union 
Minister for Connnerco and Industry inaugurated the Conference,

Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri, in the course of his address, 
stated that the Government of India proposed to take up the 
work of propaganda and publicity for tea in foreign countries 
”in right earnest”. Towards that end, a scheme was under 
preparation under which a nucleus organisation would he 
set up soon.

President*s Address,- Shri C,L, Maohia,s^dd f uf
in his addresses, stated that the most important contribu
tion made by the plantation industry should be considered in 
terms of the foreign exchange which it helped to earn. The 
plantation industry accounted for approximately 28 per cent 
of the foreign exchange earned by the country. As a source 
of taxes the role of plantations was probably more prominent 
than of any other single agricultural crop in the country.

Among the contributions whioh tho industry made towards 
the nation’s economy, should bo included the very substantial 
stimulus it- provided for the manufacture and supply of a wide 
range of goods and servioea required for the maintenance of 
plantations and the production of crops. It was estimated 
that the entire plantation industry of India bought goods and 
services worth approximately 450 million rupees per annum, 
of whioh South India accounted for very nearly 170 million 
rupees, in the South directly employ very nearly 500,000 
workers in the industry an d pay out by way of wages, allowances, 
provident fund contributions and gratuity about 210 million 
rupees,' This doos not, of course, include tho cost of welfare 
measures on plantations,”

South Indian tea, Shri liaohia added, created a new record 
in 1957 by the production of 145 million pounds with, on the 
whole, a commendable standard of quality within the Unit a set 
by geography and climate. The crop exceeded the previous 
record of 1955 by some 16 million pounds and the trend of the 
current crops foreshadowed that 1958 would exceed the total of 
1957,- South Indian tea crop had increased by nearly 67 per cent 
in the past decade and offered an unequivocal answer to tho 
rather alarming prophesies of the Plantation Inquiry Commission,



An even more remarkable increase in production was 
achieved in the coffeo industry during the 1957-58 season 
with a record crop of 43,000 tons harvested, showing a rise 
of nearly 190 per cent over tho crop ton years ago* From 
the 1953-67 crop a record export of over 15,000 tons was 
rondo*

Rubber had effected a record in production, though not 
of the order of tea or coffee, 1957 was relatively a poor 
year as many tapping days wore lost due to heavy rains* 
nevertheless, it produced the highest crop since rubber 
bagasn began to be grown in India* Last year was indeed 
a remarkable one for South Indian plantation industry in 
that production expanded as never bofore in the history 
of the industry from praotioally the sans acreage*

For a country which depended so heavily on agriculture 
and to which so large a proportion of its huge population 
was devoted, little or no effort appeared to hove been made 
to st tidy the baa io features of the plantation industry* A 
SO per cent extension in the area under coffeo during the 
last ten years had resulted in an increase of crop of about 
190 per cent* Tfliile, for a 3 per cent increase in area under 
tea, the rise in output had been well over 67 per cent in 
South India* Both the crops were in the forefront of agricul
tural progress in the country*

Decline in prices*- Shri Maohia said that the world-wide 
decline in tbo level of tea and coffee prices roust necessarily 
have an effect on tho level of earnings of foreign exchange 
which the two industries contributed to the country’s primary 
need* About 50 per cent of India’s tea was considered "common 
tea" and they wrs unable to oompete with cheaper teas produced 
by other countries particularly by East Afrioa* It might 
cone as a shock to many to loam that East Afri c.ryn export 
of tea et 51 million pounds last year was almost equal to 
exports from South India* If suitable measures were not taken 
to meet the situation, the common teas produced in India would 
be increasingly forced out of world market*

"?3hat Indian tea requires in the world market is to be 
able to compete without being encumbered by an export duby* 
Dhile it is recognised in principle that export duties are 
not revenue earn&rs* there is a clash of interest in choosing 
between promoting an export trade and finding additional 
revenue to the Government, " Shri Maohia added*



Labour problema»- Shri Machia stated that the 
industry has been subject in the last ten years to increas
ing burdens on labour account brought about by direct 
negotiations with the workers,political pressure, tripartite 
conferences, tribunal awards and legislation» Parallel 
with the mounting obligations laid on the industry by these 
changes, that mere the inexorable pressure t>f fiscal burdens 
which hove boon increasing independently of any consideration 
of -chat the labour policios of the Govornmont had done to 
plantation economy» There was evidently a lack of co-ordination 
between the departments or Ministries responsible for the 
different policies» Since the Government as much as the 
industry must base its policies by a correct assessment of 
facts, he suggested that it might be helpful to both the 
industry and the Government and not the least to labour, to 
undertake an integrated and comprehensive study of the effects 
of fiscal and labour policies on the viability of the plantation 
industry»

Land reforms»- Shri Machia said that the plantation 
industry was moot seriously concorned at some of the proposals 
regarding Land Reforms and Tonancy rights contemplated by 
various States* Kerala and Mysore^ in particular, had indicated 
the principles they would adopt in their land reefrm proposals»
The Kerala Bill had already been published and there was an 
ostensible concession to plantations in Clause 62(2) of the Bill 
by providing exemption to plantation holdings from the limitation 
of ooilings proposed under Clause 62(1)» TJhileproviding the 
exemption, the Bill qualified its meaning by defining”plantations" 
in such a way as to make it a prospective limitation on the 
indubhyy» If the same notions that encouraged a proposal such 
as that were to have operated against the plantations, when 
the High Ranges were being developed nearly a 100 years ago, 
there would not have been an industry paying into that Government's 
coffers about 70 million rupees by way of a multitude of taxes, 
and ensuring to the workers engaged therein an income wall 
above the level of that of the average agricultural family in 
the State» That was a retrograde step, oonceived yhithet without 
understanding that plantations, must be a progressive and dyna
mically expanding industry»

Tho Planning Commission's directive specifically excluded 
plantation crops such as tea, coffee and rubber but the Land 
Reforms Committee in Mysore had chosen to ignore the directive 
in respect of coffee which, was the principal hill crop in 
the State*
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Output of Work«- Dealing with work output, the 
President saids dIf the total wages and calarieo paid 
out by this industry are not backed by an approximately 
equivalent amount of productive effort, sooner or later 
disaster must overtake the industry« In that unhappy 
event, not only the Management but also the staff and 
workers will suffer equally« The prosperity of the 
plantation industry depends upon an export market over 
which we can exercise very little control« The liability 
added to the coat of production by increased wages and 
amenities oan only be borne by (1) increasing the efficiency 
of produotion and output per unit of area and (2) by obtaining 
a satisfactory price for oulvproduce« On tho first, we 
have been hoping rather in vain that workers would display 
an increased willingness to give a fair work output in 
return for what they receive« I am gravely concerned with 
the rising tendency reported from all districts of men 
workers shirking work and leaving the field by midday, and 
of increasing absenteeism* Prom this it is evident that 
the raising of wages and improvement of working conditions 
of labour need not necessarily contribute to their greater 
satisfaction or to a willingness to do a fair share of work« 
ïîhilo we believe that improving the lot of workers is à 
responsibility which we should fulfil for its own sake, it 
would appear that a detailed appraisal Is essential to assess 
the worksrG response to improved conditions of employment«"

Discipline in plantations«— Dealing with the law 
and order situation in Kornla, he said that the outbreak 
of violence and unruly behaviour though not Infrequent 
had subsided, but labour action at present followed a 
different line« " I have had the opportunity of recently 
visiting an important district and I an aware both from 
vihat I have heard during the tour t£bd from tho Members of 
our State Association in Kerala that the pressure on estate 
management is taking a different turn« There is a quiet 
but significant effort, sufficiently widespread to cause 
concern, tending to interference with and take over what 
are purely managerial functions. On the one hand there 
is a deliberate effort to weaken and undermine managements 
by demonstration^ agitation and direct action and another 
by usurping some of the functions of management in the 
regulation and direction of labour« Anathsrdangerous 
manifestation has been the increasing pressure applied on 
staff«în some cases it has resulted in violence but in 
most cases the pose of the threat has been enough to serve 
the purpose of demoralising the staff since police help is 
not available before violence is committed. Against the 
background of no protection from the police threat of 
violence is sufficient to serve the purpose*"



"It io poosible for this induntry to aooept in 
good faith the Code of Discipline prescribed to-day.
But it is a different thing to have to face the insidious 
■influence of a judicious mixture of throat and propaganda 
applied steadily and continuously in order to undermine 
the morale of management» The Governments both in Kerala 
and in Delhi should consider the effect of this develop
ment on any industry particularly on one which is situated 
as the plantations are in areas remote from adequate or 
timely police protection» I am informed that police action 
following an incident is more frequent but there is still 
no effective protection against an outbreak of violence 
or of free» open and sustained incitement to violence»”

Shri Mochia also reported that sis major industry
wide settlements had been reached on the basis of direct 
negotiations during the year»

(The Hindu, 26 August 1S58)»
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CHAPTE2 S. Econome QUESTIONS.

INDIA. - SEPTEMBER 1958«

51« Qoneral Eoonomic Situation«

Progress of Cotton Textile Industry in India and
Pakistan in 1986-1957« Annual Statement of

Millowners1 Association, Bombay« “

The following statement Statistical information 
relating to the progress of the cotton textile Industry 
in India and Pakistan is taken from the annual Statement 
issued by the iiillowners* Association, Bombay*

Humber of Kills«— The total number of cotton spinning 
and waving mills in”*India on 51 August 1957 was 499 excluding 
54 mills which had either just been registered or were in the 
oourse of erection* The number of imills in Pakistan was 91* 
The total number of mills in the island of Bombay and the 
Enlarged Bombay State was 212 of -diioh 66 were in Bombay City 
and Island, 71 in Ahnedabad and 75 in the rest of the State* 
The number of mills in the rost of India was as followss—

■Region« Number of Hills«

Rajasthan ------ .........-...... —-------- 11

Delhi------------------------------------------ -  7
Uttar Pradesh--------------------——— 29
Andhra Pradesh ————————— 15
Madhya Pradesh ——-------------   20

Orissa 2
Uest Bengal ———————— 40
Madras —————————— 118
Kerala ————————— 14
Mysore ————------ ———. 18
Pondioherry —- S

Total« 28Z



Twenty mills remained idle during the year of which 
coven wore in Bombay S-feate excluding Bombay City and 
Island; five in Uttar Pradesh and on e each in Bombay 
City and Island* Ahmedabad, Rajasthan* Punjab, Delhi*
.Andhra Pradesh* West Bengal and Mysore*

Humber of Spindles and looms*- There were 12,906^622 
spindles and 206*126 looms in India on 31 August 1958 as 
against 12*375*805 spindles and 206*580 looms on 31 August 
1956« The figures for Pakistan mere 1*821*448 spindles 
and 28*000 looms*

The number of spindles in the Island of Bombay and 
the Enlarged Bombay State increased from 6,609*302 in 
1956 to 6,921,992, while the number of looms rose from 
133,432 in 1956 to 139,335*

The number a£ spindles and loomG in the different 
regions of India during 1957 and the number of operatives 
ore shown in the table belows«

Place where situated* Humber of
spindles
installed*

Humber of 
looms
installed*

Average 
no. of 
workers 
employed 
daily all
shifts.

Bombay City and Island—— 3*160,954 64,134 212;608
Ahmedabad ————-——- ---- 2*056*174 41*580 130,658
Rest of Bombay S^ote—------ — 1,704,864 33*621 117¿352
Rajasthan ——————---- - 162*692 3,412 11*794
Punjab —------ ---- ---- —---- ------ 131,156 1,650 6,053
Delhi ------------------------------------- 176,032 3^942 14;355
Uttar Pradesh ......—■ 830,212 13,998 52¿93S
Andhra Pradesh—- 164,116 i;669 10,652
Kadhya "Pradesh —————---- — 507,900 12,447 47,405

34;468 747 '854
Orissa —------ --------—■—----—— 52*848 '864 4¿317
West Bengal  ---- ——------- - 580j468 io;s62 46,115
Madras -............. ......... 2,647,782 8,481 101¿l59
Kerala ———- ...-—-—-—- 179,492 1^609 9; 393
Mysore ——. 437;998 4,955 27j063
Pondicherry —---------------- ------- 75,464 2,155 5,977



Cotton cencuned»- The total consumption of rat? 
cotton by the nills in lndia during 1957 vas 18,219,600 
onto or 5,205,600 balee of 592 lbs as against 17,429,615 
ctvto or 4,979,890 bales of 592 lbs during 1956»

(Sunsnaryaed from the Statement 
relating to the Progress of

Cotton Textile Industry in India 
and Pakistan in 1956-1957, issued 
by the liillowera ’ Association,

Bombay )«
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LayOff of "iorkcrat Tripartite Talks to be Convened a
Minister’s Announcement in' Parlxairenh,

in
A tripartite oonference/mhich representatives of 

labour* industry and the S^ate and Central Governments 
■would participate would soon be convened to look into 
the question of lay-off of industrial workers as a 
result of shortage of steel and other raw materials 
available for the implementation of core projects of 
the second Plan* Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri, Kinisterfor 
Commerce and Industry* announced in the Lok Sabha on 
1 September 1958«

Shri Shastri made the announcement while explaining 
the Government’s position via-a-vis the lay-off of "over 
1*100 workers in Messrs Burn and Company,Calcutta — a 
matter which a member Shrimati îîonu Chakravarty had sought 
to raise through an adjournment motion in the House, 
Shrimati Chakravarty hod drawn attention in her motion to 
the conséquent stoppage of steel fabrication for the Bhilai 
and Durgapur steel plants andthe imminent closure facing 
the engineering industry in and around Calcutta,



Shri Shastri said that due to serious foreign exchange 
difficulties drastic reductions had had to he effected on 
imports, even of essential comodities, resulting in shortages.
The position in regard to the supply of steel in the ourrent 
year had been particularly aoute. The total availability 
during the current year -would be of the order of 2 million 
tons sb against about 5 million tons during each of the 
preceding two years* Meanwhile, the demands of the engineering 
industry hnd been growing and even if supplies were maintained 
at last year’s level* it would not have met all their demands.
The problem of steol was one of distributing the available 
supply and all possible efforts were being made to make the 
most use of the available supply and twoards this end a number 
of steps had already been taken*

Shri Shnstri added: "Arrangements are being made, in 
collaboration with tho Ministries of Steel*Labour and Railways, 
as well as the West Bengal Government, to convene a tripartite 
meeting of representatives of labour, industry and State and * 
Central Governments to look into the question relating to lay-off 
labour and consider how best this problem can be tackled. Further 
the Government also propose to constitute an interministerial 
committee at secretaries level to plan out a long-term programs 
for the replacing of such orders as are possible to fabricate 
within the country for the core projects of the Plan and also 
to plan supply of raw materials required for such orders*"

Shri Shastri added: "It is expected this supply would lead 
to effective' co-ordination so that difficulties as have arisen 
in the particular instance (Bum and Gompany) do not recur* I 
may add that the West Bengal Government had taken action in 
respect of . Burn and Company and certain dieoussions with the 
representatives of workers have already taken place. The final 
outcome of those negotiations is awaited."

Shri Prabhat Knr: Will the Minister ask the West Bengal 
Government not to decide the cases of the 1,100 odd workers of 
Burn and Company until the tripartite conference has reached 
decisions?

Shri Shastri: The West Bengal Government Is seized of the 
matter* But if the Hon’blo member so desires I shall have tho 
particular point referred to the Labour Department of the West 
Bengal Government*

The Speaker said in view of the "Minister *s statement the 
adjournment notion was not necessary*

(The Hindustan Times, 2 September 1958 )»



Surrey of Urban Unerrploymsnt in the Punjab0»
Study published»

A survey of unemployment was conducted by the Advisory 
Board of Economic Inquiry, Punjab, Ludhiana, in October- 
Ilovember 1955 with the object of assessing the economic
condition in the urban areas with special reference to the 

unemployment situation in the State» The scope of this
survey was limited only to Ludhiana and Rohtak towns, the 

former representing fairly the urban areas of the Central 
districts andthe latter those of the South-eastern districts* 
The stratified random sampling des im was adopted to select 
the house holds, the ultimate sampling units in the survey*
The wards in these towns were kept as strata and from each 
strata the house holds were selected at random proportionate 
to tho total house holds in each ward* In all 1,802 households' 
wore contacted in these towns and the required information 
was collected by investigators by personally interviewing 
the head or other responsible person of the family* The 
total population thus covered in the investigations forms - 
5*12 per cent of the population of these towns reported
in tho Centras of 1951* A summary of the survey is given 

below*

Labour force» age and sex*- Persons in the labour 
foroo constitute only 26*94 per cent of the total population 
surveyed* The gainfully employed and unemployed among the 
labour forceacoovmt for 25*51 per cent and 1*53 percent 
respectively, af tho total population* The ratio of the 
males to females in the labour force is 9*7x1, as agGinst 
0*7x1 among persons *not In the labour force* * Tho total 
labour force consists of only 52*7 per cent of the working 
age population«'

* Publication Ho* of the Board of Economic Enquiry Punjab ’ 
(India)x Survey of Unemployment in the Punjab - October- 
Uoveniber 1955 x Economic and Statistical Organisation 
Government, Punjab» Printed by tho Controller of Printing 
and Stationery, Chandigarh, Punjab,1958- Prioe Rs.3.20nPj 
pp* 106»



The labour force has also boon divided into earners 
and earning dependents* It has been found that females 
constitute only l/lObh of the total earning strength and 
even among them more than 50 per cent areearning dependents« 
As such they are not full earners* About one-half of 
the earners and dependents taken together are concentrated 
in the age-group of young persons (55 to 34 years), another 
SS*1 per cent belong to the category of middle-aged persons 
(35 to 64 years) and a further 12*5 per cent fall in the
oategory of elderly persons (55 years and above)* Their__

percentage is not incomparable in the ohildren category*
It seems that economic consideration have compelled some 

of the ohildren to take up jobs in early age*

It has been seen that male earning dependents fjpm 
only a small proportion of working males in all the Eggs 
categories, ■while among females with the only exception 

of ohildren group* working females are equally divided
between earners and earning dependents*

General education of person s in the Labour Force*- It 
is found that of all earners and earning dependents, 36*7 
per cent are illiterate* 21*7 per cent are primary passed,
15 per cent middle passed and 26.6 per cent are matriculates 
and above* All the literates put together constitute about 
63 per cent of the total of earners and earning dependents* 
Among main earners and earning dependents, the educational 
standard seems to be rather high than among female earners 
and earning dependents* Illiterate and primary passed ^3m 
about 56 per oent among males as against 82 per cent among 
females* """~

Professional experience~or technical qualifications of
persons in^the labour force*- The, bulk,of the 'labpur force
(70*8 par cent) have got merely practical skili*about l/H^h 
of them have not got any practical skill at all and the 
remaining 4*2 per cent have got diplomas in technical linos 
after matriculation*

The female workers are almost equally divided into *no 
technical skill* and ’merely technical skill* categories*
On the other hand, nearly S/4th of the male workers are in 
the remaining category of merely technical sld.ll, 22*3 per cent 
have got no technical sldll and 4*7 per cent have diplomas 
in technical lines after matriculation*
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7?»mi ng strength of the households»- The survey has 
ravonlod that more than 3/5ths of the "households have one

oarnor only and another l/4£Jh of then have 2 camera only.
These too classes taken together account for slightly more 
than 85 per cent of the households» The 3 earner households 
account for another 9 per cent of the total» The households 
having more earning strength than this are only 67 out 6f 
1,802 surveyed»

The bulk of the households (90»03 per cent) have got 
no earning dependents, to supplement the family income»

Among the remaining households, households with one earning 
dependent predominate» Only in a few Households there are 
more than one earning dependent«

Principal Household Enterprise»- The occupational 
pattern of households bb revealed by the survey shows 
that about 3/4ths of the households have subordinate 
occupations as their principal pursuits» These households 
ore further divided into (i) Sales and related; (ii) Technical; 
and (iii) Administrative and executive, Divisions of subordinate 
occupation, comprises 29,1, 36»6 and 6»2 per cent of the total 
households» The ministerial occupations such as typists, ‘ 
stenographers, cashiers, etc», further accounts for about 
8 per cent of the households« Among the refining 2,5 per cent 
of the households, the prinoipal earner is engaged in a 
EOBvice occupation, that is, domestia, personnel and health 
service.

The striking feature revealed by the survey i3 that 
only 18 per bent of the households have superior pursuits

as their principal occupation.

Industry and Employment«- Services, manufacturing and 
distributive services ’ trade and commerce * are the three 
major occupation divisions providing employment to the labour 
foroe, These together accommodate an many as 80 per cerfc

of the total« gainfully employed persons» Individually 
those industries account for 29*6, 28,1 and 22»3 percent 
respectively. The construction division provides employment 
to only 6,4 per cant of the total workers« Another 4»87 • 
por cent are engaged in ‘transport, storage and communications* • 
•Agriculture«. livestock, forestry, and fishing and hunting* are 
not so important industries for the urban population«

The proportion of employees (81,8 percent) is very high 
among the workers employed in services» Tho employers and 
employees form 15,04 per cent and 19,74 per cent of the workers 
employed in manufacturing.

i
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Occupation and Employment.- The distribution of tho 
labour force among occupational divisions Bhows that nearly 
2/<3rds of the gainfully employed persons are narking in 
»subordinate technical1 (55»8 per cent) and »Sales and Related» 
Occupations (50,11). The »managerial , administrative and 
executive» occupation (non-technical) and ‘professional , 
technical and related* (superior) occupation hold 7.4 per cent 
and 9*1 per con t respectively* The percentage of workers 
in other occupations varies between 2.55 for »services* and 
6.56 for »subordinate administrative and executive» occupations.

Monthly Income*" ®he ratio of persons with an inconE 
of up to lOO rupees in about 73 percent. Persons earning 
more than 150 rupees are only about 4 per cent of the total 
gainfully employed persons. As such, a great disparity in 
the monthly income is revealed by this investigation.

Unemployment and Under-employments Definition of 
unemployment.- 1‘he concept of un-employment adopted in 
thiB surrey is the same as recommended by the I.L.O. A 
person was considered unemployed if (a) he was without; a 

job for the whole period-of one month, (b) was seeking a 
job and (o) was in a position to accept a job if hernias • 
offered one.

Extent of unemployment;.— The unemployed persons peeking 
employment constitute 1.33 per. cent of the total papulation 
surveyed* 4.95 per cent of the labour force and 2.8 per cent 
of the potential labour force (all persons in the working 
age, IQ to SO years). The unemployed were distributed among 
134 households out of 1*802 surveyed. Of these unemployed 
persons* 58 per cent were seeking employment for the' first 
time.

The following table illustrates percentage distribution 
of unemployed persons by age and sexj-
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Ago-groups(Year)• Base» Bases Bases
All persons« . Persons in each sex« Persons in Ea

Age-Group«

Total 
loh Persons.

Males Females Total Males Females Males Females Total

1» 11-15 - --------- 1.95 ». 1.95 2.24 • • 100.00 .. 100.00 3
2» 16-20 - --------- 38.31 4.55 42.85 44.03 35.00 89.39 10.61 100.00 66
3« 21-30 *--------- 31.82 6.49 38.31 36.57 50.00 83.05 16.95 100.00 59
4. 31-40 - --------- 6.49 0.65 7.14 7.46 5.00 90.91 9.09 100.00 11
6« 41-50 ——— 5.19 0.85 5.84 5.97 5.00 88.89 11.11 100.00 9
6« 61—60 2.60 • • 2.60 2.98 • a 100.00 • • 100.00 4
7. qi-70-----------_ 0.65 0.65 1.30 0.75 5.00 50.00 50.00 100.00 2
8« Total« 87.01 12.99 100.00 100.00 100.00 87.01 12.99 100.00 154

Total Persons. 134 20 IsT 134 20 • • »• • • • •

i Unemployment and educational qualifications«- Tt has been
i found that the impact of unemployment is proportionately greater 
Í on eduoated persons« The ’illiterate and primary1 together 
J form only 38 per cent* among the unemployed as against 59,41^—-'— 
j percent among the gainfully employed persons. The ’matrixf^^
I and above’* oh the other hand* are only 25.25jjernehtT among 
; the unemployed« The distribution of the unemployed within each
j of the educational qualifications further indicates olearly
i that incidence of unemployment increases with the increase in
| the educational standard« For instance among the ’middleand

matric* it is more than twice as much as among the illiterates 
and barely literates«

Unempoyment and technical and professional qualifications«" The 
distribution of gainfully employed and unemployed among categories 
of the technical and professional qualifications deviates 
widely« Among the gainfully employed« s/iths of the persons 
have practical skill as against only 44.8 per cent among the 
unemployed« The incidence of ünemploymánt is the highest 
(9.65 per cent) among the unskilled in the labour force« But 
the percentage of unemployed among the labour force in the 
category ’Diploma or degree in technical or professional linOB; 
ia also quite high (7.63) • The incidence of unemployment is 
the lowest among the persons in the labour force in the class 
’merely technical skill’ « A further examination of the unemployed 
in respect of stage of employment revealed that the overwhelming 
concentration of the freshers tí as in the category ’no skill’«
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Unemployaent trad Industry*- The incidence of unemployment 
io quite markad on workers engaged in two industries# namely, 
transport* storage and communication* and ’services’» In 
the first case nearly 12 per cent and in thelatter about 7»5 
per cent of the total workers are unemployed» The proportion 
of unemployed among workers occupied in manufacturing and 
’electricity# gas# water and sanitary services’, also quite 
high, being 4»5 per cent and 3»7 per cent respectively» In 
the remaining industries the problem of unemployment is not of 
so severe a nature except in the division, ’services not . 
adequately described*•

Pnomployment and occupations»» The incidence of unemployment 
is definitely higher in ^ministerial* and ’subordinate technical’ 
occupations» ^’he unemployed pens ons form about 15*61 ard 6,65 
per oont respectively, of the total labour force employed in 
those occupations* The unemployed are also somewhat more 
numerous in the ’professional* technical and related occupations 
(superior)’* In the remaining occupational divisions the 
impact of unemployment is correspondingly low» The main Beason 
of proportionately large number of unemployed persons in ’sales 
end related* and ’professional* technical and related occupations’ 
is due. to the seasonal demand for workers in these industries*.
The (greater proportion in the ministerial division may be due 
to the higher incidence of unemployment among educated persons*

Occupation preferred»— About 44 per cent of the unemployed 
persons have given preference for white-oollar jobs such as 
executive, teaching, clerical*, typist, etc»; Among the rest 
the largest percentage is formed by persons seeking employment 
in hosiery and allied industries»

I

The ratio of unskilled manual labourers is also quite 
high, being 10 percent fif the unemployed» Less than one»half 
of the. unemployed persons are seeking technical and professional 
work. Among males 27»61 per cent have given preference for 
clerical and typist jobs* 12.69 per cont for hosiery on dallied 
occupations and 11»94 per centfor unskilled manual labour»
^’he remainder are widely distributed in other occupations» Among 
females, more than 50 per cent want to be teachers, 40 per cent 
prefer to work in hosiery, and allied, industries and the rest 
(19 per cent) have given other services as their preferred 
occupations* -

Ï

\

Among freshers an overwhelming concentration (about 80 
per cent) is found in white-collar occupations» On the other 
hand* among non—freshers a larger percentage Io formed of 
persons seeking technical and professional work» It may bo 
duo to the comparatively high educational standard of the 
freshers*

i



T-flOOme expectation.of the unemployed persons«» It is noted 
•that merely 30 per cent of the ur.enployedvrf.il he contant with 
on income up to 60 rupees per month. An Income up to 100 
rupees will meet the expectation of ao many as 90.8 per cent 
of the unemployed. A further S per cent expect an income 
between 101 rupees and 150 rupees. Nearly 1.4 per cent are 
after jobB with ah income of more than 200 rupees. Comparing 
the income expectation of the ûhcmplpyod with that of the 
actual inccns of the gainfully employed, it is seen that 
about 91 percent among the unemployed ore satisfied with 
incomes up to 100 rupees as against about 75 per cent earning 
actually up to this level among the gainfully employed.

Und er-employment »- Hore than 85 per cent of the gainfully 
employed persons were almost fully employed in various degrees. 
The demand for theiraerk being seasonal, they are mostly •èithout 
work in the slack period, in which. they may however get casual 
employment. The persons who remained employed for a period 
varying between 3 to 6 months make up about 4.42 per cen t of 
the gainfully employed. Next to this, the highest percentage 
in thio respect falls in the category of employant for 8 to 9 
months. The rest are almost equally divided in the remaining 
classes of intensity of employment.

The break-up of employment particulars for earners and 
earning dependents further reveals that under-employment
is on the whole more acute among earning dependents tha n 

among earners. The fully employed persons in the category 
of earning dependents account for only 72 per cent as against 
87 per cent among the earners. It has also been found that 
the situation in regard to the intensity of employment is 
worst for persons occupied in the subordinate technical
occupations. This class is formed by persons mainly engaged 

in hosiery and allied industries. The fully employed in this 
class are about 75 percent a s compared to the corresponding 
proportion ranging between 32.5 per cent in the ’managerial, 
administrative and executive’ to 98.3 per cent in the 
subordinate, ’administrative and executive’ occupations.

The intensity of employment haded on one-month data is 
the lowest in the subordinate technical occupation. Next to 
this, the intensity is lowest in the managerial, administrative 
and executive, occupations. It maybe stated that the problem 
of under—employment is more acuto for workers engaged in the 
two occupational divisions, ’managerial administrative, executive’ 
and the ’subordinate technical*<
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Under-employment,Occupation Divisions and Monthly Incom?»- The ,
study has revealed a great disparity in the average monthly I
income of a gainfully employed persons in different occupations«
It varies from 4C3 rupees in the ’managerial, administrative
n-nd executive (non-technical) • division to as Ion as 51 rupees
in the’subordinate, technical occupation’ division« Generally
speaking, the average Monthly Income decreases with the decrease
-in intensity of employment within each occupational division and
there are a considerable number of persons whose earning are
not enough to support themselves and their families« .j

Temporary employed persons«*» One hundred and ninetyono 
persons forming 6«14 per cent of the labour force in the course 
of the investigation reported to be employed on purely 
temporary basis« ^hese pnersacas- persons were likely to be 
rendered unemployed at any time and they were seeking seme 
securer jobs« Their educational standard is particularly

low as compared to that of unemployed persons« It dees 
not even compare well with that of the gainfully employed«
These temporarily employed persons are more widely distributed 
among the different age categories than gainfully employed 
persons« They are most found in subordinate technical occupations# 
but their number is considerable in the ’sales and related 
occupations* also«

Summing up it maybe stated that 4«95 per cent of 
persons in the labour force remained unemployed for the
viholo month under reference and. the percentage of these 

Unemployed persons further increases to 5«99 if the employment 1
particulars for the last three days are taken into account« j
As regards under^employment, about 15 percent of the gainfully
employed persons remained under-employed in various degrees
during the year«

j

’L*
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34. Eoonomio Planning,Control and Development. 

India ~ September 1958.

Developments in India’s Economy# Reserve Dank’s Report
---------- for 1957-1958« “~ '

The Reserve Bank of India’s annual report on the 
working and accounts of the hank for the year ended 30 June 
1958, submitted to the Government of India, reviews, 
inter alia, economic developments in the country during 
the period*

general,- The economic situation in India during 
the year under review was characterised, on the one hand, 
by an accentuation of the serious stresses in the economy 
which have been in evidence since the launching of the 
Second Plan and, on the other* by signs of a slackening of 
economic activity in certain sectors. Prices which took 
a welcome downturn early in the year (from August) once 
again moved up, particularly in respect of foodgraihs, as 
a result mainly of a roduotion in output. Likewise, the 
drain on foreign exchange reserves, whioh had eased in 
the second and third quarters, again worsened from April, 
partly owing to the fall in export earnings. At the 
some time, the rate of growth of industrial production 
registered a decline. There was also an accumulation of 
stooks in some industries and the stock and capital markets 
wore, on the whole, weak. In the monetary sphere there was 
a distinct slackening in the growth of money supply, with 
a sharp increase in time deposits and a mar ted slowing down 
of expansion of bank oredit. The acute monetary stringency 
characteristic of the year 1956-^7 gave place to pronounced 
easy conditions practically throughout the year under reveiw.



In the context of the above eoonoraio trends, the 
keynote of credit policy was vigilance in openation 
directed to maintaining the general restraint which was 
dictated by the basic inflationary trend of the economy 
and, simultaneously, selective enoouragement to sectors 
where development was constricted by lack of credit.
Selective credit controls wore continually employed to 
help in eliminating the speculative bulge in foodgrain 
prices but were sought to bo worked in a manner so as 
net to hinder genuine credit requirements and expansion 
of branch banking»

Trends in Production«- Agricultural production in 
1956-07 recorded an increase of sin por cent over the 
preceding year and the production of foodgrains almost 
touched the peak level of 68,7 million tons of 1953-54» 
According to the provisional estimates, agricultural 
production in 1957-58 shows a decline in cereals and jute, 
the output of rice being placed at 24,8 million "tons 
which is lower by 3,5 million tons than in 1956-57«

After a phase of sustained expansion fro sono years, 
industrial production was characterised by a slowing down 
in tho rato of inoreass, Thus, the general index of 
industrial production (base» 1951 ® 100) advanced bply by 
S»5 per cent to 137,2 during 1957 as compared to over 8 
per cent in each of the previous “two years. The unadjusted 
average of the index for January-April 1958 at 141,7 was, ' 
in fnet, 0,5 per cent lovjerthan the average for tho corres
ponding period of 1957» The recent fall in the rato of 
growth of industrial output is largely account od for by 
the decline in production of the textile group which has 
a weightage of the 48 out of 100 in the index» Some of 
the major industries like cement an d coal have, however, 
recorded substantial increases in output»' The cotton 
textile industry has been passing through a somewhat difficult 
phase, with fall in offtake, domestic as well as foreign, 
and accumulation of stocks. Relief has been given to this 
industry, mainly through progressive reduction of excise 
duties, the latest reduction occurring in July 1958» The 
slowing down of industrial production during the year under 
review may be largely ascribed to two reasons: the fact 
that sparo capacity having been largely utilised, there is 
less of it now available for use, and smaller additions to 
plant and machinery and shortages of raw materials and 
components on account of import outs. Industrial disputes 
and absenteeism do not appear to huvo been a preceptible 
factor in this process.



Hotional Income*- The rising trend of notional*
5 rnni-a witnessed since 1949-50. was maintained in 1956-57, 
the latest year for which preliminary estimates are available.
At constant (1948-49) prices, the national income for 1956-57 
io placed at 110,100 million rupees as compared to the revised 
estimates of 104,800 million rupees for 1955-56^ a rise of
5.1 per cent as compared to 1,9 percent in 1955-56, At 
current prices, the rise is of the order of 14,2 percent.
As regards 1957—58, it would appear that the rise in national 
income, if any, is likely to be very small, in view of the 
estimated decline in agricultural output and the slowing of 
the rate of expansion of industrial output.

Rising Prices,- 3h contrast to the rising trend of 
prices throughout the preceding year which caused some concern, 
i» thelun&or review witnessed three phase, namely, a rise 
in prices till August 1957, a continuous fall till February 
1958 and a rise again thereafter. The general index of 
wholesale prices (bases 1952-53 a 100), which had reached
113.1 in early August 1957, declined to 104,1 in early February 
1958j it has since been rising, the index at the end of the 
year being 113,5 representing a rise of 2,3 per cent over the 
year. The average index for 1957-58 was higher than the 
average index for 1956-57 by 1,2 per cent, 1’ho declining 
trend in prices during August-February 1958 was largely due
to the higher output of foodgrains in 1956-57 as well as the 
corrective measures taken by Government such as food imports, 
conferment on State Governments of powers to requisition 
stocks at average prioos and restrictions on movement of 
grains, besides the credit restrictionmeasures of the 
Reserve Bank, The recentprice rise is largely accounted for 
by the rise in food articles and to a lesser extent in industrial 
raw materials, Manufactures have hardly reoorded any perceptible 
net change.

The movements of the Allvlndia working olass consumer 
price indox number during tho year were within rather narrow 
limits. The index (basei 1949 » 100) for Hay 1958, the 
letest month forwhich data are available, was 112 as compared 
to 110 for May 1957, The annual average (11 months) for 
1957-58 was 5^7 per cent higher than that for 1956—57, 
nevertheless wage claims appear to have been on the' increase 
and there have been symptoms of industrial unrest«
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Honetary Situation»- The diminished tempo of economic 
activity during the year reflected itself also in the sphere 
of money and oredlt. Tho expansion in money supply mith the 
public mao considerably smaller than in the previous year, 
being 340 million rupees or 1.5 per cent as compared to 1,550 
million rupees or 7.1 per cent in 1956-57. This sharp decline 
in the rate of increase of money-supply occurred despite the 
fact that the main expansionist factor, namely, budgetary 
deficit mao significantly larger then in 1956-57. The effect 
of this mas substantially offset by the contraction of bank 
credit in 1957-58, as against its considerable expansion in 
1956-57 and by the remarkable rise in time deposits of banks.
As in tho previous years, the balance of payments doficit 
continued to be the main contraotionist factor. Tho seasonal 
variations in noaay supply mere also smaller than last year. 
During the 1957 slack season (llay-October) the contraction mas 
of the order of 830 million rupees as compared to 1,050 million 
rupees in the 1956 slack season; . likewise, the expansion in 
the recent busy season (November 1957 to April 1958) mas smaller 
at 1,680 million rupees as compared to 2,390 million rupees 
in tho 1956-57. busy season.

The banking situation during the year under reviem mas 
characterised by a marked eaGing of the-strain to mhich the 
banking system mas subjected in preceding years. There mas a 
substantial increase in the deposit liabilities of scheduled 
banks, mhich rose by as much as 2,410 million rupees during 
tho Bank’s accounting year btmeen the end of June 1957 and 
end of June 1958, aedr an overwhelmingly large pait of the 
increase being accounted for, as mentioned above, by timo 
deposits. The striking gromfch of time deposits reflects, in 
port, the accrual of rupee balances of the U»S. Government 
with banks arising from the payments for imports of foodgrains 
under P.L. 480* There has also been to soma extent a shift 
to funds from, demand deposits as a result of higher rates of 
interest. The rise in aggregate deposits itself is primarily 
to be explained in terms of the considerably larger degree, of 
deficit-financing during the year. As against this expansion 
of deposits, there mas a decline of 160 million mpann in 
scheduled bank credit in contrast to the expansion of 1,610 
million rupees and 1,470 million rupees respectively in the 
Bank’s accounting years 1956-57 and 1955-66. The trends in“ 
deposits and ^credit extension are reflected in thB advances— 
deposits ratio mhich fell from 72.71 per cent at the end of 
June 1957 to 59.98 per cent at the en d of iune 1958. The 
decline in bank credit is due to the combined effect of import 
cuts, the slomer rate of rise in industrial production, the 
price decline overt he major part of the year and the measures 
of credit restraint adopted by the Feserve Bn-nTr,
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The easing of strain in the banking system enabled 
banks to have a higher level of investment in Government 
securities and to liquidate borrowing from the Reserve 
Bank» The gifct-edged portfolio of scheduled banks rose 
by 1,540 million rupees as against a"liquidation of 150 
million rupees of securities in 1956-57« Scheduled bank 
borrowings from the Reserve Bank fell by 470 million rupees 
to 150 million rupees in contrast to a rise of 90 million 
rupees in the preedding year. Cash reserves also rose by 
160 million rupee3, though the cash ratio deo lined slightly 
from 9.7 per cent to 9.2 per cent.

Government Finances.- The outstanding feature of 
budgets in recent years had been the rising tempo of 
outlay xinder ttie Plan, which is placed at 8,610 million 
rupees in 1957-58 (revised) as compared to the actual 
outlay of 6,550 million rupees in 1956-57* The whole of 
the estimated increase in outlay was reflected in an 
increase in the combined budgetary deficit of the Centre 
and the States, from about 2*500 million rupees in 1956-57 
to about 5,000 million rupees* Increased tax receipts were 
offset by a fall in loon receipts. For 1958-59, Plan outlay 
is pieced at 9*600 million rupees, while the budgetary deficit 
is placed at a greatly reduoed figure of 2,200 million rupees, 
because of anticipations of improvement in loan receipts 
including smnll savings, as well as in foreign aid. Recent 
reappraisal of the Plan indicates a soaling down of the 
target of expenditure from 48,000 million rupees to 45,000 
million rupees and possibly further, owing to the inadequacy 
of resources. The reappraisal iB in keeping with the 
flexible character of the Plan.

The collection of small savings during the year under 
review was below expectations* het receipts being 690 million 
rupees (provisional) as compared to the budget estimate of 
800 million rupees for the year and actual receipts of 620 
million rupees for 1956-57* Since the beginning of the year 
1958, there has been a marked improvenent and it is not 
unlikely that the target of 1,000 million rupees set out for 
the year 1958-59 will be attained. A new small savings 
medium* namely, the Cumulative Time Deposits, is being offered 
shortly. These* together with the raising of the interest 
rates on various items of small savings in June 1957, ah mild 
help to mobilise progressively larger sums.

; i J;



Capital Karksts*- The capital market -was generally 
sluggish in the first half of the year mainly owing to the 
Inpact of such factors as the taxation measures contained 
in tho 1957-68 budget* import cuts, likelihood of a reduction 
•tri the Plan outlay and sons elements of slackness in tho 
economy* In the second half, however* the tone recorded a 
distinct improvement* The behaviour of the capital market 
in accent months is suggestive of a generally optimistic 
turn in assessment of economic outlook on the part of the 
investing public* This is borne out by the trend and turnover 
in the stook exchnngos ns roil as the quantum of nan capital 
issues* The Reserve Bank*s index of variable dividend securities 
(base: 1949-60 a 100)» which had declined from 103*8 at the 
end of Juno 1957 to 05*4 early in January 1958, moved up to 
100«9 by the end of June* Thus, there was a net decline of 
about 3 per cent as compared to anet fall of about 17 per cent 
in 1956-57* The recent recovery has been assisted by tho 
protectionist impact of come of the import restrictions and 
by certain other measures taken by Government including 
discontinuance of the nohow of oompulsory deposit of company 
reserves, reduction in the excise duty on oloth and tea and 
also in the export cess on tea as well as certain concessions 
in regard to develop!®nt rebate9 and export promotion proposals*
The generally optimistic reports of the outlook for foreign 
aid also appear to have buoyed up the nnrket. The volume of 
now capital issues during the year appears to have been smaller 
than in 1956-67* Total sanctions (excluding bonus and miscellaneous^ 
issues and those of Government companies) under tho Capital 
Issues Control were 570 million rupees (July 1957-iIarch 1958) 
as against 690 million rupees during the corresponding period 
of last year*

Balance of Payments.- The Report for the preceding year 
had referred to the high and continuing deficit in the balance 
of paynonts as the most conspicuous feature of the economy for 
that years the position remained substantially the same during 
the year 1957—58 as a whole. The fall in the foreign assets 
of the Resorve Bank amounted to 2,420 mi Hi nn rupees as compared 
to 2,300 million rupees in 1956-575 the foreign exchange reserves 
including gold stood at 3,720 million rupees at the end of June 
1958* Th_e rate of loss of foreign assets recorded a deoline in 
the second and third quarters, Aron an average weekly rate of 
79*3 million rupees in July-September 1957, to 45.6 million' 
rupeeB (October-December) and* 20*1 million rupees (jangary—7ra pah 
1958) 5 in the April-June 1958 quarter, the rate rose to 40.7 
million rupees. If the extraordinary receipt of 220 million 
rupees under the U.E. Pension* s Annuity Scheme in the first 
week of April 1958 is excluded, the weekly rate of loss works 
out ns high as 58 million rupees. Though this is lower than 
the rate of loss of reserves during the non-aaponding period 
of 1957, it has to be considered againRlihta greatly depleted 
level of recarves.



During the period July 1957 to L-'arch 1958, there wa3 
a current acooust deficit of 3,010 million rupee3 which 
■was an increase of 410 million rupees compared to the 
corrosponding period of the previous year* legionwise, 
the deficit was spread, though somewhat unevenly, over all 
the principal aroas* The larger deficit during the period 
under review was duo partly to lower reoQ&trbs from exports 
and invisibles and partly to the higher level of investment 
in tho public sector* fthilo total imports at 8,520 million 
rupees were maintained more or less around tho preceding 
year’s level, there wa3 a change in the relative shares of 
the public and private sectors; the former increased by 
1,150 million rupees, while the latter, owing to the various 
measures of control and restriction adopted during the course 
of tho year, recorded a more or less equal decline* host 
item3 of private imports recorded a doclin e with the exception 
of machinery* There has also been a worsening in respect of 
esport earnings which during the nine months fell by 230 
million rupees (or 6 per cent) to 4*550 million rupees*
Thio deterioration in exports may be ascribed partly to the 
effects of the recession in the U*S«A* The major fall in 
exports was, however, under tea which was prohhbly the result 
of excess stocks built up in the U*K* after tho Suez episode 
and tho high cost of carrying inventory on account of the 
rise in interest rates*

iionafcary and Credit Policy*-» There was little change 
during the year so far as the broad emphasis of the above 
policy was concerned« Thore xias* however, continuous 
adaptation to the changing economic context* principally 
reflected in a shift of opon market operations from net 
purchases to net sales of securities to the market* Prom 
tho foregoing review of the Indian economy, it is obviou3 that 
the continuance of general restraint is called for, especially 
having regard to the resumption of the unfavourable trends of 
comodity prices and tuna in balance of payments* Yet it 
should be emphasised that India’s monetary policy is not in 
general very restrictive* The selective credit controls have 
been mostly operative in the field of advances against food- 
grains, the prices of whioh occupy a strategic place in tho 
economy* The operation of these controls has been flexible 
enough not to hinder genuine requirements of marketing of 
crops, industrial requirements and branch expansion* Nor 
havo interest rates risen to disincentive levels as in many 
other countries* In this matter the needs of development 
have continued to temper the policy of restraint*



The character of slackness in the econory has been 
Brush -that there -cas not much that monetary policy ¿ which, 
aa already mentioned, has teen by no neons severe, could 
mitigate. Such action as was called for appeared to lie 
on the fiscal front and, in fact, in resent, months reliefs 
hove been provided in the fora of reduction of removal of 
excise and export duties. The resources of the banking 
system wore so comfort able during the year that'the banks 
Y/ei-s not under pressure to obtain reserve Bank credit, which, 
in foot, was repaid substantially, HoxTaver, consistently 
•nith the reaintcnffiice of genoral restraint in credit policy, 
liberal extension of credit facilities to particular sochosn 
■which have been relatively hard hit by recession, e.g., the 
textile industry, has been encouraged by the Bank and some 
banks have reduoed their usual margins in many cases for 
lending to this industry.

To restrain a possible rise in foodgrain prices"in the 
face of apprehensions regarding loner, output in 1957-58, the 
fennk continued the control on advances against foodgraúiis 
during the busy season on a slightly different basis. A 
directivo mas issued on 11 December 1957 in terms of which 
the banks mere asked to adhere to a minimum margin of 40 
pea? cent as before and to restrict sanction of fresh limits 
to individual parties to, or not to raise existing limits 
beyond, 50,000 ranees against paddy, rice, or wheat (excluding 
those tó roller flour mills) and other foodgrains End pulses. 
Further#- banks were directedto maintain in each month comnenoing 
from January 1958 anoverage aggregate level of credit against 
paddy end rice at 75 per cent and against wheat and ether
foodgfoins at 80 per cent of the average of advances for the 
corresponding months in 1955, 1956 and 1957.

The Prospects.- Altogether, the economic situation 
in the country presents many complex foatuires. Private 
investment and industrial production appear to have touched 
a plateau after the sustained and substantial increases 
recorded in the preceding fen yoorsj agricultural production, 
too, has shown a drop in the last year. Withal, the monetary 
situation has turned from extreme stringency to unusual case. 
Prices and costs continue to move upwards and profit margins 
have begun to decline in some sectors, thus accounting for 
the comparative stagnation in investment and production. The 
balance’of payment remains in heavy deficit. Behind these 
apparently contradictory developments lies the impressive 
advance of Plan expenditures in tho publio sector with the 
attendant buildup of productive capacity and broadening of 
tho substructure of development, which should in turn make 
possible a fresh increase in private investment and industrial 
aotivity. For tho present, however, while the re agre foreign 
exchange reserves are being conserved for completion of the core 
projects of the Plan, auatority including some restraint of 
growth of consumer goods industries is inevitable. During the 
difficult phase that the developmen t of the economy is entering, 
hovjeuer, the claims of further expansion or investment in now 
directions have to be carefully balanced with those of the 
maintenance of current economic activity.



Rocenfc developments pose the central issue of resources 
for planned economic development. While the immediate stepping 
up of the rate of foreign assistance is imperative for prevent
ing a serious set-hack in the progress of the Second Five-Year 
Plnn nnd a substantial degree of such assistance would appear 
necessary for setae years for further development plans, tho 
problem of resources must be considered in its fundamental 
aspect of increasing the rote of savinqs in the community to 
natch tho higher rate of investment. .Srcm Tho rate of
domestic savings has failed to shot? a perceptible increase 
and tho great challenge in the near future is to increase 
deciGivoly the elasticity of domestio resources. Tha recent 
improved performance of small savings and Government borrowing 
indicates a possible direction of increasing the savings 
effort nith the requisite improvement in organisation and 
administrative machinery.

A satisfactory rate of increase in food production 
is a basic requirement of economic development. It is 
true that food production has continued to rise, though 
fitfully, over the last six or seven years. However.
supplies of foodgrains, reinforced as they have been by ; '
imports, with a considerable share of foreign aid supplies, 
have proved insufficient to meet the growing demand 
consequent upon the increase of population and a wider 
diffusion of purchasing power associated with the large 
increase in devoloprmnt expenditure underthe Five Year 
Finns. If production could be raised adequately to 
enable the country to dispense with imports of food, a 
material alleviation of the long-term foreign exchange 
problem could be hoped for. The naximaEOtion of agricul
tural production, particularly foodgrains, through intensive 
application of resources, and high priority to development 
of (agriculture in the organisational and administrative 
effort of the States, obviously sots the direction of planned 
development in tho States for a long period to come.

During .the a phase when the balance of pnyrents 
situation will remain a source of grave concern tho tonor 
of monetary and credit policy would have to be absorption
of tho available liquid assets for urgent financing of i
the Plan projects and maintenance of stringent control on
expansion of credit facilities in general. In the context
of Indian conditions, under planned expansion, what is
called for in the field of credit policy is selective expansion
in spheres where development 13 held up for inadequacy of credit. m

■ / '



The institutional frcilitieo for provision of credit 
are being extended, the latest development an this field 
being the establishment of the Refinance Corporation«
The Reserve bank’s credit to the cooperative sector has 
also been rising significantly» The resources of the 
Financial Corporations are being augmented, both through 
Government*b assistance aiid access to the market. In 
general, hov.'Sver, restraint in credit expansion is dictated 
by the necessity to maintain a downward pressure on the 
cost-price structure in view of the imperative need to 
step up experts. With relaxation of credit restraint in 
many foreign countries, external demand for our goods 
maybe stimulated, and the general tons of restriynt in 
credit policy must be maintained if this process is to 
run its beneficial course,

(The Report of the Reserve Bank of India for 1956-67, 
was reviewed in Section 34, pp, 11-19 of the report of 
this Office for September 1957),

(Reserve Bank of India,Bulletin, 
Vol,XII,'Ho»8; August 1958, 

pp, 003-916 ),
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Dnvelopmont Council set up for Schedulod Industries
engaged in Uanufocture or Production of Alcohol and

Other Products of Fermentation Industries*

In exercise of the powers conferred under the Industries 
(Development and Regulation) Act,1951, the Central Government 
has established a Development Council for the scheduled industries 
engarod in the eanfautcn'c manufacture or production of aloohol 
and other products of fermsntatinn industries. The Council consists 
of persons representing the owners of undertakings in the said 
scheduled industries, persons having special knowledge of matters 
rdlating to the industries, persons representing employees and 
consumers of goods manufactured or produced by the said scheduled 
indu srrie a»

Tp.e following functions have been assigned to the said 
counoil:-

(i) recommending targets for production, co-ordinating 
production programmes and reviewin g progress from 
time to time;

(ii) suggesting norms of efficiency with a view to eliminating 
waste, obtaining maximum production, improving quality 
and reducing costs;

(iii) recommending measures for securing the fuller utilisation 
of the installed capacity an d for improving the working 
of the industry, particularly of the less efficient units;

(iv) px’omoting arrangements for better marketing and helping 
in the devising of a system of distribution an d sale of 
the produce of the said scheduled industries which would 
be satisfactoryto the consumar;

(v) promoting standardisation of products;

(vi) premotiri^nor undertaking the collection and formulation
of statistics; i

i 1

(vii) promoting the adoption of measures for increasing the
productivity of labour, including measures for securing i
safer and bettor working conditions and the provision {
and improvement of amenities and incentives for workers* j

(The Gazette of India, Part II,Sec.3, 
Sub-Section ii, 20 September 1958,

pp* 1754-1755 ).

i



Panel constituted for Developmen t of Leather and Leather
Goods Industries» '

T^e Government of India by a Bosolution dated 15 
September 1958 has constituted a Panel consisting of 
20 members with a vicv; to drawing up the programme for 
the development of leather and leather goods industries* 
The function s of the Panel nre:-

(i) bo assess the present production ofvarious 
typos of leathers and leather goods in the 
country in relation to the current as well as 
the future domestic demands;

(li) to study the requirements of the different raw 
materials, chemicals, machinery etc*, and to 
make recommendations with regard to (a) the 
utilisation of indigenously available materials 
to the maximum extent possible; (b) steps to be 
taken to increase their indigenous availability;



(iii) to examine the methods adopted by the manufacturers 
for the manufacture of ~ leather and leather goods 
and also to recommend (a) the new lines of develop
ment and the steps to be taken to ensure the continued 
growth and development of this industry in the 
different sectors;

(iv) to assess the extent to which the existing capacity 
in respect of leather and leather goods is being 
utilised and to mate recommendaticnswith regard 
to the improvement in the quality of the goods 
manufactured and also with regard to the fuller 
utilisation of the existing capacity with a view 
to meeting domestic demand and making an increasing-'

*3f— ly significant contribution to the country’s exports;

(v) in the event.of surplus capacity being available 
to recommend the steps that should be taken for 
its maximum, utilisation for the development of 
exports«

(The Gazette of India, Part I, 
Section 1, 20 September 1S58,

page 260 )«



U,S» Aid to India for Anti-I'alarin Programme#

Aocording to an agreement signed’in Tien Delhi on 
29 August 1958# between the Government of India an d the 
U.S# Technical Cooperation Mission# a sum of 21 million 

rupees 4#400#000) has been made available to I^dia 
for the malaria eradication programme# The money will 
be used for the purchase of approximately 7#100 long 
tons of DDT to hàlp meet the requirements of the 1959 
spraying seasons#

Sineo the beginning of the Indo-iT.S# programme in 
1952# the U#S. Government has granted about p 44*1 million 
for the control and eradication programmes#

(The Statesman, 50 August 1958 )#
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55« Produotivity«

India - September 1958»

Incentive Schemes to be introduced in Railway Workshops«

Incentive schemes to raise productivity are to be 
i&troducod in most of the Indian railway Workshops by 
the ond of tho second Plan period, and for thaspurpose 
production control organisations are being set up on the 
various railways« In the Bailway Beaid’s office in 
hew Delhi too, a production directorate is being set up 
to direct and co-ordinate the higher productivity drive«.

This was disclosed at the conference of Railway 
General Managers with the Railway Board, tfaich concluded 
its two-day session in hew Delhi on 19 August 1958»

The conference was told about the rising trend in 
workshop output generally during 2957-58* Measures to 
step up productivity were discussod and tho suggestions ~ 
made included multiple shift working and bettor organisa
tion for timely procurement of raw materials«

(The Hindustan Times,29 August 1958 )



Productivity Team, to S^udy Trends in the U.E, and
 u^X

An eight-man productivity team, the first to he 
sponsored by the National Productivity Council, left 
Hew Delhi on 19 September 1958, on a sis-week study 
tour of factories in West Germany, the United Kingdom 
and the United Spates of America«

The members of the team trill study the productivity 
techniques and processes adopted in these countries« In 
particuler, they will study scientific management, human 
relations, methods analysis, wago and bonus incentives, 
plant layout and maintenance, materials handling and 
product design«

Seven more teams are proposed to be cent later to 
West European countries and America«

(The Statesman, 20 September 1958)«



36, siQgeo*

India - September 1958«

!
Bonus for SISCO Workers for 1958«

The authorities.of the Tata Iron and Steal Company 
announced at Jamshedpur on 18 August 1958, that they had 
agreed to pay 10,815,000 rupees as profit-sharing bonus 
to thoir employees this year, which is 140,000 rupees 
higher than the sum paid last year*

For tho past several years the profit-sharing bonus 
has been determined by a formula agreed to between the 
management and Tata Workers’ Union* That agreement expired 
last year* ”Had that agreement been in force, the bonus 
payable this year would have been only 8,300,000 rupees", 
the management stated*

Last year, each employe© received 2*68 months» basic 
wages as the year’s profit-sharing bonus. It i3 expected 
that the disbursement this year will be approximately 
at the same level.

t

(The Tines of India (liofu3sil Edition), i ,
20 August 1958 )o H

- 1 j
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Steering Group on Tife&esi Study of Replaceront 
Costa in. Industries to be undertahnn.

Fôur industries — sugar» jute» cement and heavy : '
chemicals specially fertilisera - have been selected 
by tho Steering Group on Wages for conducting a ntudy 
of replacement costa et its meeting hold at hew Delhi 
on 10 September 1958# under the Chairmanship of Shri 
Gulzarilal Nanda, Unicn Minister for Labour and 
Employment#

The study is to be entrusted to the national 
Council of Applied Economic Bqsearch. The object is H
to formulate a uniform and acceptable method of
calculating replacement and wdomisation needs of
industry to help remove an important source of friction
in industrial relations.

An regards the wage map of India» the Steering Î
Group agreed that to begin with wage maps for selected ;
industrial centres should be drawn up. It was pointed
out that these experimental wage maps would help to
show thé difficulties in the way of collecting necessary
data and limitations of the information available.

Tho Steering Group also approved tho Labour Ministry’s 
proposal to carry out a statistical survey of the pattern 
of absenteeism among colliery workers. The purpose of the i
survey ia to fin d out whether payment of attendance bonus 
to workers every week or month instead of every quarter» 
as at present» would be better from the point of view of ' ;
encouraging better attendance and better performance on { !
the part of worhnrs» !

1
Tho Steering Group also conoiderod the question of !

wago costs and appointed a sub-committee to examine the !
matter thoroughly# /

: '?! i 
f h

(Press Moto dated 19 September 1958, M
Issued by the Gove rumen t of India) o if



57» Salarios«

India -September 1958«

Punjab: Revised Pay Scale for Govoranent Employees«

According to a decision taken by the Punjab Government 
on 2 September 1958, there -will be a rise in the salaries 
of 51 categories of Government employees« Th® decision mas 
taken on the unanimous recommendations of the Pay Revision 
Board appointed by the State Government a year ago.

The revised pay-scales estimated to involve on additional 
annual expenditure of 1«3 million rupees, will come into 
force, with effect from 1 October 1958«

Th® Cabinet also decided to extend full pension benefits 
to the displaced Government servants from Sind and 'H.W.F.P. 
at present serving the State Government«

(The Statesman, 3 September 1958)«



38« Housing«

India - September 1958«

Slum Clearance: Government *s broad Acceptance of
Principles Announced« ~

Shri J owaharlal' Nehru, Prime Minister, stated at the 
Lok Sabha on 15 September 1958, that broadly speaking, the 
recommendations made by the Advisory Committee on Slum 
Clearance -were acceptable to the Government« The Planning 
Commission^ he added/-was now examining the detailed 
recommendations of the committee« After this examination, 
the report would formally come up before the Cabinet for 
consideration (vide Section 38, page 52 of the report of 
this Office for Hay 1958)«

The creation of a new Union Ministry for Urban 
Community Development is understood to bo one of the 
main reoommendations of the Advisory Cormittee on Slum 
Clearance, headed by the Law Minister, Shri Asoke Seni 
The functions of the proposed Ministry would be to co
ordinate the activities of other Ministries in the field 
of town planning, slum clearance, housing,health, education 
and Betting up industries to provide alternative employment 
for slumrdwellers.

Instead of frittering away resources, the Comittee 
is understood to havo recommended that, to begin with, 
attention be focused on clearing slums in the six cities 
of Calcutta, Delhi, Bombay, Madras, Kanpur and Ahmodabad«



To raise the necessary resources, the Committee 
recommends the levy of a terminal tax on passengers 
and goods carried by rail.

It suggests that tho Centre provide an increased 
subaid&'to tho State for slum clearance in the six 
selected cities. An outlay of 20 million rupees on 
each city Is recommended in the second Plan period.

The Committee lays particular emphasis on the fact 
that mere demolition of insanitary buildings and their 
replacement by new structures does not solve the slum 
clearance problem, Equally importan t is tho provision 
of alternative employment, education, medical attention 
and other basio services.

Accordingly, it suggests that the most effective 
vray of dealing with the problem is to set up Urban 
Community Devolopmen t Centres and Extension Blocks 
for slum areas. This would ensure that all aspects of 
the problem are tackled simultaneously,

With the settin g up of such urban centres, it 
TJould b e possible for State Governments to suggest 
composite schemes to the Centre and for the proposed 
Ministry of Urban Community Development to sanction 
them after consulting tho other Ministries concerned.

At the State level, tho Committee recommends that 
an organisation headed by an Administrator be set up 
for oaoh of tho six cities seleoted for concentrated 
slum clearance. It would bo his responsibility to draw 
up a composite scheme in consultation with the Ministry 
of Urban Development and other State and local bodies 
concerned and to implement it after it is approved.

(The Statesman, 9 and 16 September, 
1958 )•
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India •• September 1958«

Bombay Tenanoy and Agricultural Landa (Vidarhha Region
end Hutch Aroaj Bill, 1958»

The Governnan t of Bombay published on 28 August 1958 
a Bill to amend the low relating to tenancies of agricultural 
lands and sites used for allied pursuits in the Vidarhha 
region and the Hutch area of the State of Bombay and to 
male certain other provisions in regard to those lands*

According to the Statement of Objects and Reasons of 
the Bill» the relations between tenants of agricultural 
lends and their landlords in the Vidarhha Region are governed 
by the provisions of the Madhya Pradesh Land Revenue Code» 
1954(11 of 1955) and the 3erar Regulation of Agricultural 
Leases Aot»195l(XXIV of 1951)« Under Chapter XIV of the 
Hadhya Pradesh Land Revenue Code,1954 occupancy tenants in 
tho four districts of Nagpur» Wordha, Chanda and Bhnndara 
are given speoial protection and rights including fifcity of 
tenure and right to purchase the land* In the case,of the - 
four districts of Akola, Amravati, Yootmal and Buldann under 
the’BeraT Regulation of Agricultural Leases Act,1951 habitual 
sub-letting of agricultural land an d raok—renting has been 
prohibited and a certain measure of protection to the protected 
lessees has been given* The ordinary tenants have, however, 
no fixity of tenure or protection against rack-renting nor do 
they or the protected lessees have any right of purchase*

In the Hutch area tho Bombay Tenancy and Agricultural 
Lands Act, 1948 as enacted in 1948 was extended by tho Government 
of India on 10 Uay 1950 with a few modifications* However, 
tho subsequent Amendment Acts including the Bombay Tenancy 
and Agricultural Lands (Amenemont) Act, 1955 which were enacted 
in the pre—Reorganisation State of Bombay for giving more 
rights to the tenants were not extended to the Hutch area*



In substance therefore the tenancy position in 
the Vidarbha Region and the Kutoh area presents a 
diversity which requires to be remedied and is 
otherwise in a state which requires to be improved 
in order to bring it as far as possible in 1 ine with 
that obtaining in oertain other parts of the State.

The present Bill is directed towards the achievement 
ctf this objective. It is proposed in this Bill to 
repeal Chapter XIV of the Madhya Pradesh Land Revenue 
Code,1954, the Berar Regulation of Agricultural Leases 
Act,1951, tho Bombay Vidarbha Region Agricultural Tenants 
(Protection from Eviction and Amendment of Tenancy Laws)
Act,1357 and the Bombay Tenancy and Agricultural Lands Act, 
1948 ns extended to the Kutoh area of the State of Bombajr. 
Tho BSU also abolishes the distiinction between occupancy 
and ordinary tenants and protected lessees in the Vidarbha 
Region and between protected tenants and ordinary tenants 
3n the Kutch area and as far as possible achieves uniformity 
in the treatment of these tenants. It defines tenancy, 
proscribes its duration, iwiximum rent and oormutation of 
cropshare rent into cash, prohibits rent in terms of service 
or labour, abolishes casses, huks, etc., safeguards special 
rights and privileges of tenants and gives right of purchase 
to tendnts. It also lays down the procedure for takin g 
under management oertain lands in excess of a ceiling 
limit for ihilfilling oertain defined public purposes, and 
paying suitable compensation, etc. It regulates the 
surrender and texmination of tenancies and transfers of ' 
agricultural lands. It also makes provision for regulation 
of rights of tenants, agricultural labourers, persons 
carrying on allied pursuits on d artisans in regard to 
sites of dwelling houses.



The maximum ront hue been ecatutorily fixed in 
/the Dill at 3 times the lend revenue in the ease of 
/land in respect of which the settlement has "been 

/ announced within thirty years dancidir-toly innddiotely 
¡preceding tho coiimencement of thio Act or made at any 
time thereafter and at 4 times the land revenue on land

/•in any other case. It has also been provided that the 
•' tent payable by a tenant for any year shall not exceed

, 3/Sth of the value of the produce for that year» In 
case of dispute the Tahsildar is given power to determine 
the reasonable rent»

Under the- olauses 39 to 42 of the Bill a tenant» 
other than an occupancy tenant, is given a right to 
puroiiase land up to the prescribed limit subject to 
the paymentof reasonable price up to twelve times the 
rent plus the depreciated value of structures, wells, 
etc», constructed and trees planted by the landlord»

(Bombay Government Gasette,
Part V, 28 August 1958,

pp» 635-S99 )» j
i •• '• I
i - ' :j
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44» Iterchant llar ino and Fjshories

India - September 1958«

Committee set up for Classification and Categorisation
~~ of Posts in Major Porta«

The Governi® n t of India by n Resolution dated 23 
August 1958 has set up a Committee of seven persons with 
Shri F, jeejeebhoy as Chairman to undertake the work of 
classification and categorisation of Class HI and Class 17 
posts in the major ports of Bombay, Calcutta* iiadras,
Cochin, Kondla and Visakhapatnam*

The Committee will examine tho duties and responsibilities 
of the various posts and fit them into one or other of the 
scales of pay given in. tie attached Schedule, in the light of 
the scales of pay of posts with comparable duties and responsi
bilities in other departments of Government*

The Committeo is not precluded from reoommending scales 
going beyond the indicated maximum if on a comparison of the 
duties and responsibilities of the categories of tho posts in 
the Ports with the duties and responsibilities of similar 
categories in other establishments, the wight of evidence «£• 
is in favour of suoh reoommondatian, provided that the scale 
recommended does not go beyond the scalo adopted in the 
Government Departments for comparable categories. The Committee 
will also reconmend changos, there necossnry, in the designation 
of posts so that standardised nomenclature may be evolved. The 
Committeo will consult tho Port authorities and representatives of 
Labour Unions in the Porta, The Conmittee will also be free to 
co-opt at each Port experts or suoh others as they may consider 
necessary for facilitating its task. Thè recommendations of tho 
Committee shall bo final and binding on the Port Authorities as 
well as tho Labour, The Committee has been asked to complete 
its work and to submit its report within six months,

(The Gazette of India,Extraordinary,
Part I,Seotion~l, 25 August 1958,

pp, 790A-790C ),
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CHAPTER 5» WORKING CONDITIONS AND LIVING STANDARDS,

INDIA - SEPTEMBER 1958»

50« Genoral,

Labour Conditions in Public Motor Transport in India.

In November 1956, the Labour Bureau, Ministry of 
Labour and Employment; conducted an enquiry based on the 
questionnaire method an well ns personal visits into 
labour conditions in public motor transport. The results 
of the study ore reviewed below. Questionnaires were 
sent to all the States except certain unimportant areas, 
Tho information received from some States are incomplete 
in respoot of some divisions©

Employment«- The expanding nature of the industry 
has rendered it difficult to give a reliable estimate of 
employment at any particular period of time. However, 
figures of employment in respect of the units covered 
by this enquiry-are shown in the table below as on 
1 October 1956x—

Ï



Stats Employment Total
Permanent Tomporary Casual

Andhra Pradoah - 2, 768 2,768
As non 443

(47.9)
402

(43.4)
80

(8.7)
925

Bihar —— ----- 1,746
(97.5)

AA
(2.5)

1,790

Bombay --------- — 5,645
(39.6)

8,553
(60.0)

57
(0.4)

14,253

Dolhi - -------— 486 1,334 293 2,113
(23.0) (63.1) (13.9)

Himachal Pradesh——-— 185 455 130 770
(24.0) (59.1) (16.9)

Jammu and Kashmir— 978
(100.0)

• 978

Korala —• —— 3,673 1,054 517 5,244
(70.0) (20.1) (9.9)

Madhya Bharat ——— 1,084
(96.4)

8
(0.8)

S2
(2.8)

1,124

Madhya Pradesh— 451 111 ’ - - 562
,(80.2) (19.8)

Madras —_ ..... 1,641
(80.1)

408
(19.9)

2,049

Manipur - ---- —■ 60
(50.4)

49
(41.2)

10
(8.4)

119

Mysore - ---- —~ 1,503
(73*7)

527
(25.9)

8
(0.4)

2,058

Orissa ——----- — 345
(87.3)

50
(12.7)

395

PEPSU —--------- 1 19S - 194
- (0.6) (99.4)

Punjab 851 326 — 1,177
(72.3) (27.7) -

Rajosthon —--------— 28 1 » 29
- (96.6) (3.4)

Saurashtra 405 - 405
-- (100.0)

Uttar Pradesh—— 928 3,904 176 5,008
--- (18.5) (78.0) (3.5)

West Bengal ——— 2,611
(76.0)

823
(24.0)

3,434

Total« 15,741
(34.7)

24,238
(53.4)

2,628
(5.8)

45,375*

Figures in brackets indicate percentages to -total enDloyment.
« Break-up of 2,768 workers into permanent, temporary and casual not available.



Recruitment.- The system, of reoruitment varied from.
Stato to State. Majority of the States, o.g., Assam, Bihar* 
Bombay, Kerala, Madhya Bharat, Madhya Pradesh, Madras,
Manipur, Mysore, Orissa, PEPSU, Rajasthan, Saurashtra and 
West Bengal recruited their workers directly. In one unit 
in Bombay, only bus conductors and drivers were directly 
recruited. In Assam, Bihar, Orissa and Vest Bengal posts 
were advortisod in the local newspapers and selection made 
on the recommendationsof the Selection Boards constituted 
for thia purpose. In Kerala and Mysore recruitment was 
done through tho Public Service Comnission. In Mysore 
(Bangalore Division), however, selection for posts carrying 
a salary up to SO rupees per month was made by the General 
Manager, subject to the Rules of Recruitment, after advertis
ing the posts in the newspapers. In other divisions it was 
made by the Divisional Selection Committees. In Saurashtra, 
recruitment was done according to the Saurashtra Civil Service 
Classification and Recruitment Rules. Recruitment was done 
through Employment Exchanges in the States of Andhra Pradesh, 
Bombay (one unit)* Himachal Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh. In 
the Punjab, it was done partly through the Services Selection 
Bard and partly ..through Employment Exchanges. In Delhi, 
recruitment was made both through the Employment Exchanges 
and by advertisement in newspapers. In Jammu >md'Kashmir 
State, recruitment was done through the Workshops.

Apprenticeship»- The system, of apprenticeship was 
not in vogue in the States of Bihar, Bombay (two units),
Himaohal Pradesh, Kerala* Madhya Pradebh, Orissa, PEPSU,
Punjab (one unit), Rajasthan and Saurashtra« In other 
States and units some schemes of apprenticeship had been 
introduced for certain categories of workers« In many States 
monthly stipend were given to apprentices« The most elaborate 
scheme was in vogue In one of: the units in Bombay, where four 
typos of apprenticeship courses existed. The first was School 
Apprenticeship Scheme in which 8 apprentices - 4 in electrical 
engineering and 4 in automobile engineering were admitted every 
year. In the electrical engineering course, training was imparted 
in mechanical workshop and in electrical departments; in tho 
automobile engineering course, training was imparted in motor 
vehicles, mechanical workshops, etc., in addition to 8 weeks’ 
training in electrical wiring work. The period of training 
was three years without any allowance. Tho second type was the 
College Apprenticeship Soheme under Tiiich training was imparted 
in electrical, mechanical and automobile engineering either for 
12 or for 26 weeks without any allowance. Under third type, 
vis., the Students Engineering Scheme* advance training was 
imparted in electrical and mechanical engineering for a period 
of one year. The apprentices were paid a stipend of 75 rupees 
per month each by the undertaking*, Apart from it, the State- 
nomineos wore also getting a similar stipend from the Union 
Government. The period of training for Stipendiary Apprentices 
was one year and they were paid 60 rupees per month plus dearness 
allowance on the basis of the Bombay HillownErrs’ Scale. The 
Apprentices were trained in a particular department for a period 
of one year and on completion of tho training were absorbed if 
found suitable on d if any vacancy existed«



Labour turnover»- According to information for the 
yaar ended 30 September 195G, labour turnover waB not high 
on an all-India basis being only 4.4 per cent» It was the 
highest in Bihar (ll»7 per cent)» Next in descending order 
uere Himachal Pradesh (9»1 per cont)t PEPSU (8»B per cent),
Mysore (8»4 per cent) and Honipur (7»3 per cent)» The labour 
turnover nan lowest in the Punjab (0»3 per cent)» About 60 
per cent of labour turnover was caused by discharge of workers.

Length of Service»- Complete data in respect of length of 
service were availablein respect of 16 States only and these 
show that there waB a fair degree of stability of employment 
in the industry as a whole» Persons having service below 1 year 
formed only 13»2 per cent of the total labour force» Those 
having service of one to five years, more than five years but 
not moro than 10 years and above 10 years formed S4»St 33»6 
and 18»3 per cent respectively, of the total labour force» Workers 
having service of a year or more but not more than 5 years 
predominated in the States of Bihar (70»8 per cent), Orissa 
(63*8 par cent), West Bengal (56»9 percent) and Madhya Bharat 
(53.9 per cent)» Workers having service of more than 5 years 
but not more than 10 years accounted for 65»4 and 52»5 per cent 
in the Punjab and Assam respectively.

Absenteeism»— Data received on absenteeism reveals that 
the rate of absenteeism was more or less constant for all the 
months of the year in all the States except Assam and Himachal 
Pradesh» It fluctuated between 13.44 per- cent in June to 
35.58 per cent in October in the forcer and between 6»76 
per cent in November to 24.70 pe cent in April in the latter»
The annual absenteeism rate was the highest in Madras being 
24.60 per cent and the—lewest' f oSl&ssd- followed by West Bengal 
(20»87 percent) and Assam (20.38 percent) and the lowest in 
Mysore being 1»OS per cent»

Wages an d Earnings»- The total emoluments (i»ea, basic 
wages, dearness allowance, other cash payments and money value 
of concessions in kind)"of the lowest paid worker are given 
in the following table s—



State Basic "Hage
J

Total

-
Rs* nP. Rs. nP.

Andhra Pradesh ——— 55.00 124.81 ♦
Assam 23.00 50.00
Bihar ———— 22.50 48.00
Bombay — ~

First Unit —— 39*25 111.25
Second Unit 35.00 76.00
Third Unit . 40.00 84*37

Delhi —---- — 49.00 118.58 ♦♦
Himachal Pradesh —— 30.00 69.57
J omnni and Kashmir«?—— 20.00 23.00 (aoprontico)
Eorala ——- 25.00 57.00
Madhya Bharat — 25.00 45.00
Madhya Pradesh ——— 25.00 53.33
Madras —— 20.00 42.67
Manipur ——— 22.00 H .A*
Mysore-

Bangalore DivisSon**«— 25.00 99.67
Hùbli üi vis ion —------- — 30.00 110.50
Bolgaûm Division——— 40.00 114.00
Bâjapur Division —— 40.00 94.50

Orissa ——— 20.00 61.75
P.E.P.S.U. ------------- 50.00 80.00
Punjab —

Amritsar Region - 27.00 58.00
Ambnla and Jullunder Regions. 50.00 80.00

Rajasthan ---- —— , 25.00 40.00
Saurashtra ——------ 22.00 57.00
Uttar Prado sh --- ------— 27.00 47.00 ♦♦♦♦
Host Bengal 21.00 83.00 .

* Those appointed prior -to IS October 1950 got Rs.13S.25 nP. 
♦«Those appointed prior to Soptombor 1952 got Rs.15S.58 nP. 
♦♦♦Outside Bangalore dearness allowance is Bs.23.00 riP for this

category of workers.
*♦•* Only at district headquartorsj at other places workers 

get Rs.42.00 only* Sine a August 1957 Rs.5.00 have been, 
given as additional dearness allowance*

H.A* — Hot Available*

The wages and earnings of important occupations are 
classified below©



Drivers«- The monthly basic wages ranged between 35-50 
rupcec""in Asstm to 85-130 rupees in Andhra Pradesh. The monthly 
earnings of’workers were the lowest in Madhya Pradesh (54.50 rupees) 
and highest in Bombay (one unit) (240.30 rupees). In the States 
of B5har, Kerala, Madhya Bharat, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa,Pojasthan 
and Uttar Pradesh monthly earnings of drivers were loss than 
100 rupGOS. In Andhra Pradesh, Bombay (one unit) ana tho Punjab 
tho monthly earnings wore above 150 rupees. In the rest of the 
StnteG, thoco ranged bfctmeen 100 rupees and 150 rupees.

Conductors.- Tho basic wages of conductors varied 
considerably between States and a minimum of 25 rupees per month 
was paid in Mysore (Bangaloro Division) and a maximum of 55 
rupees per month in Andhra Pradesh, The monthly earnings of 
conductors varied from 59.50 rupees in Madhya Pradesh to 157.50 
rupees in Bombay.' These were more than 100 rupees in the States 
of Andhra PradoGh» , Assam, Bombay, Delhi, Madras andPahjab 
and less than 100 rupees elsewhere.

Cleaners.- The data regarding basic wage rate of clearners 
was received from 13 Spates only. The basic monthly wage rate 
ranged between 15-33 rupees in Madhya Pradesh and 55—40 rupees 
in Bombay (one unit). The monthly earnings of cleaners varied 
from 42.90 rupees in Orissa to 92.70 rupees in Assam. Another 
State where earnings of a cloonnnsare less than 50 rupees 
per month was Bihar where it stood at 47*70 rupees.

Traffic Controllers.- The data regarding basic wage rates 
end .total .earnings of this category of workers were available 
in respact of 8 States only. The monthly earnings of traffic 
controllers varied from 80.10 rupees in Orissa to 576.80 rupees 
in Bombay. In the States of Orissa and Mysore (Hubli Division) 
the monthly earnings of traffic controllers were loss than 
100 rupees, while in Uttar Pradesh these stoed at 257.70 rupees.

Inspectors.- The monthly total earnings varied from 68.40 
rupees in Mysore to 255.50 rupees in Andhra Pradbsh. The only 
Stateb in whioh the monthly total earnings of Inspcctors wore 
less than 100 rupees per month v/ere Kerala, Madhya Pradesh and 
I^sore* In all other States except Andhra Pradesh and Bombay 
Traffic Inspectors’ total earning3 were between 100 rupees and 
200 rupees per month.

Bonus.- Generally four types of bonuses, besides annual 
profit bonus, were prevalent, viz., good attendance bonus, good 
conduct bonus, good driving bonus and incentive bonus. The 
States of Bombay, Jammu and Kashmir, Kerala and Madhya Bharat, 
Madhya Pradesh, Madras, Mysore, Uttar Pradesh and "g©sb Bengal 
awarded bonus of one type or more.



11.

Working Conditions»- The Motor Vehicles Act, 1939, is 
applicable to motor transport and regulates the hours of 
work of drivers» It has been laid down in the Act that 
no employee who is employed for the purpose of driving a 
transport vehicle shall bo allowed to work for more than 
five hours before he gets a rest intorval of at least half 
on hour» Daily and weekly hours have been prescribed as 
nine and fifty-four respectively»

The hours of work in 15 States, viz», Andhra Pradesh 
(district service only), Assam, Bombay (two units), Delhi, 
nimnohnl Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Kerala, Madhya Bharat, 
Orissa# PEPSU (workshop staff only), Pun jab,Rajasthan, 
Saurashtra, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal were 8 per day 
and 48 per week» In the States of Bihar, Bombay (one unit), 
Madras, Madhya Pradesh, Manipur, Mysore and PEPSU (running 
staff only) daily and weekly hours of work -were 9 and 54 
respectively» In the Bombay unit, daily working hours in 
practice were 8-l/2 as a result of an agreement» For city 
and suburban services in Andhra Pradesh dally hours of work 
were 7-l/2 only.

In twelve States, viz», Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Bombay 
(two units), Delhi, Jammu and Kashmir, Kerala, Mysore, OrisBoi, 
PEPSU, Punjab, Saurashtra and Uttar Pradesh, half an hour’s 
rest interval was allowed in between the duty hours» In 
Bombay (one unit) and Madhya Bharat, the duration of rest 
interval was one hour» In the States of Madras and West Bengal 
there was no fixed interval» In the former, the driver of a 
vehicle was considered to be enjoying a poriod of rest during 
the time when the vehicle was at rest and he was at liberty 
to go for rest and refreshment although he was required to 
remain within sight of the vehicle« In the latter, drivers and 
conductors were allowed 5—10 minutes’ rest at terminal prHwho 
of the routes on completion of every half trip of duty. Mo 
rest interval, as such, was allowed in Manipur but workers 
wore required to work in two shifts of about four hours each»

Daily apreadover varied from State to State. It was 
eight houra in Kerala and host Bengal; eleven in Mysore 
(Bangalore division) and Bombay (one unit—by virtue of an 
agreement); less then twelve in Himachal Pradesh and Bombay 
(one unit); fourteen in Orissa; sixteen in one of the units 
in Punjab; and twelve hours in all the remaining States and 
unitB. Weekly off was allowed in all the States»



Systom of ohnngo-ovor of shifts did not exist in the 
Stotos of Assam, Bombay (two units), Himachal Pradesh, Madhya 
Pradesh, Manipur, Orissa and Rajasthan, In other States, 
the change-over of shifts took place either daily, e«g„ 
in Jammu and Kashmir (night shift only), Madhya Bharat,
Mysore (Bangalore division) (spare staff only), PEPSU and 
Punjab (one unit) or weekly,e.g,, in Andhra Pradesh (city 
service only), Bihar, Delhi, Jammu and Kashmir (day shift 
only), Madras, Sauraohtra and TT0st Bengal or fortnightly,
Cog», in Bihar (runding Staff only) end Punjab (one unit), 
or monthly, e,g,, in Kerala, Mysore (Bolgsum division) and 
Punjab (one unit)«

Leave and Holidays with pay«- The casual leave allowed 
differed from State to State. In Madras, no casual leave 
was allowed while in Mysore (Bangalore division), no distinction 
was made between casual and sick leave. In most of -the States, 
viz,, Andhra Pradesh (depot staff), Assam, Bombay (one unit), 
Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Madhya Bharat, Madhya 
Pradesh, Manipur, Mysore (supervisory staff employed in Eubli, 
Belgaum, find Bijapur divisions), Orissa, PEPSU, Rajasthan 
and Saurashtra, 15 days* casual leave was allowed« In Madhya 
Bharat however, this leave was allowed to accumulate up to 45 
days for labour only« Casual leave was allowed for 10 days 
in Bombay (one unit), Delhi and West Bengal; for 14 days in 
Uttar Pradesh; IS days in Bihar; and 20 days in Punjab and 
kerala« No uniformity was observed in different States in 
case of sick leave also. No sick leave was allowed in the 
Spates of Bihar, Bombay (one unit), Madhya Pradesh and 
Rajasthan«

In same of the States^ e.g., Andhra Pradesh (selected 
categories only), Himaohal Pradesh^ PEPSU, Punjab and Rajasthan 
(for olnsces other than Class TV) earned leave was given at 
the rate of l/22nd for the period s$onb on duty during tho 
first year and l/llth thoreafter.

The number of holidays with pay differed from State to State, 
Ho information is available for Andhra Pradesh and PEPSU, La 
Rajasthan, no such holidays were allowed. In Bombay (one unit) 
and Orissa two holidays were given. In other States the number 
of holidavs allowed was, Himachal Pradeah(5), Bihar (4), Bombay 
(one unit) and Mysore (6), Madhya Bharat and Madras (7), Jammu 
and Kashmir (12), Kerala (19-1/s), Madhya Pradesh (20), Assam 
(22), Uttar Pradesh (25 for workshop employees and 27 for others), 
Delhi (25) and Manipur (29), In Tiest Bengal, no holidays ware 
allowed but 12 compensatory holidnys in a year in lieu of 12 
festival holidays were allowed«

7
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Wolforo,- nousing accommodation was provided in the 
States of Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bombay, Delhi, Kerala,
Madhya Bharat, Hadhya Pradesh and Mysore (Belgaum division).
The pjrcentago of workers housed varied from 3 to 55i •

Medical facilities to writers wero provided in all tho 
States except Madhya Pradesh, Manipur and Saurashtra, Well 
equipped dispenBario3 with one or nore qualified nodical 
attendants were being maintained in tho Spates of Bombay,
Delhi, Jammu and Kashmir, Madras and Mysore, In Madras, an 
ex-grntia allowance of 25 rupees per month was paid to a i
worker suffering from tuberculosis and under treatment, if 
he ras on leave withoutpay.

Rest shelters wore provided in all the ¿fcates except 
Manipur* PBPSU, and ViQsh Bengal,

Canteen facilities were provided in all the States except !
Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh Bharat, Manipur, Orissa, PEPSC and 
Rajasthan, Food, tea, etc,, was being sold to workers at j
concessional ratea in the canteens provided by the Spates of J
Assam, Bombay, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal only.
In Delhi, canteens were run by contractors and Sogistered 
Cooperative Societies, In Madras, a canteen on cooperative 
lines was functioning and government had given free building, 
lighting and water facilities in addition to grants from time 
to time towards purchase of utensils, furniture, eto, Tho 
services of a senior Cooperative Societies official had also 
boon lent to manage the canteen.

Educational facilitios wore provided in the States of 
Andhra Pradesh, Bombay, Kerala, Madras and Rajasthan, In 
Andhra Pradesh, employees getting not more than 100 rupees 
por month were reimbursed with the amount of school fees paid 
by their children at the rote of one child per employee> in 
the headquarters area of Hyderabad and Secunderabad, Employees 
away from tho headquarters and appointed prior to TTovembor 1951 
were reimbursed with a certain percentage of the amount of .
boarding, lodging and school feos paid by their wards,
varying with their pay provided such educational facili-tdes i
were not available at the place of- their work. In one unit
in Bombay, scholarships wore granted to employees* children ’<
from the trait’s Welfare Fund, There were 100 scholarships
eaoh of the valuo of 10 rupees per month for secondary education
and 40 scholarships each valued at 25 rupees per month for
higher studies. Employees who undertook approved courses of
study were refunded tuition fees up to a of 150 rupees.
Literacy classes were also conducted for the benefit of illiterate
staff* A library of engineering books was providod for the use j
of interested employees. In Kerala and Madras, educational i?
concessions were allowed to non-gazetted staff only. In Rajasthan, i
primary education was freo flflr children of all employees who drew
loss than 250 rupees per month as basic pay,

■ 7



Recreational facilities were provided in the States of '
Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Bombay, Delhi, Jamu and Kashmir,
Kornls, Madhya Bharat, Madhya Pradesh, Madras, Mysore, Uttar 
Pradesh and West Bengal»

Transport faciHtion were available in the States of 
Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Bombay, Delhi, Himachal Predosh,
Kerala, Madhya Bharat, Madras* Mysore, Orissa, Punjab and
West Bengal» But the extent of their availability difforod
from State to State» !

. ' . , • . . - i

Cooperative societies existed in the Spates of Andhra 
Pradesh, Bombay, Delhi, Punjab, Mysore and West Bengal»

Grainshop facilities wens available in one of the units 
in Bombay whero three permanent and one temporary grainshops 
had bean provided« In those shops, grains were sold to 
employees on credit to the extent of 50 per cent of their 
total earnings and also on cash payment«

Social security»- Provident fund facilities existed J Î
in all the Spates except Himachal Pradesh, Madras,. Manipur*
Rajasthan and Saurashtra« Conditions of eligibility for
membership differed from Stateito State« It was completion
of one year’s service in the Spates of Assam, Bihar, Bombay* : j
Delhi, Kérala, and Orissa ànd two years in West Bengal«

Permanonby was the criterion in Madhya Bharat, Madhya Pradesh, 
and Uttar Pradesh» In majority of the States, vis»* Andhra 
Pradesh* Bombay (two units), Delhi, Jammu and Kashmir, Madhya 
Eharat, Madhya Pradesh, Mysore, Orissa, PEPSU, Punjab and 
Uttar Pradosh and West Bengal* contributory Provident Fund 
Scheme was in existence« The rates of contribution varied 
from State to State, It was S-l/4 per cent of the basic pay- 
in Jammu an d Kashmir, Kerala, Madhya Bharat, Madhya PradoBh,
PEPSU, Punjab (two units) and West Bengal and an equal 
amount was contributed by the employersj it was B-l/s per cent 
in Andhra Pradesh, Bombay (ono unit) and Mysore» In Orissa 
and Uttar Pradesh* workers’ contributions varied from 6-l/4 
per cent to 15«S peer cent of the basic pay while employers*
contributionsoes were limited to S-l/4 per cent. In Delhi, j ,
workers contribution could go up to 12—1/2 per cent of his \
salary but the employers’ contribution was limited to 6—1/4 !
per cent» This rate has subsequently been raised to 8-l/s i
par cent«

Pension and/or gratuity was paid in the States of j
Andhra Pradesh^ Assam, Bombay (one unit), Delhi, Kérala, h
Madhya Pradesh, Madras, Manipur, Punjab, Rajasthan, Saurashtra-
and Uttar Pradesh«

■ ■ ■■ ■ " h ■
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industrial Relations*- Standing orders for regulating 
th© conditions of work land boon f rased in all the States except 
Andhra PradeEh, Himachal Pradosh, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh* 
Those had been certified in the States of Bihar, Bombay (two units), 
Madhya Bharat, liadhya Prndosh and Mysore• Undertakings in Delhi 
and Vest Bengal had been exempted from the provisions of the 
Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Act,1946. However, service 
regulations had been framed by the undertaking in Delhi . In 
the States of Jammu and Kashmir, Kerala, Punjab, Rajasthan and 
Saurashtra these were governed by Service Rules framed by the 
respective Governments*

x
■Works Committees had beon formed in the States of Bihar, 

Bombay (one unit), Delhi, Himachal Pradesh, Kerala, Madras,
Mysore, Orissa and Punjab* Workers were represented on these 
Committees and they had been given 50 per cent representation*
In PEPSU, a Works Committee was under formation* Its formation 
in Madhya Bharat was under consideration* In West Bengal, there 
was no Works Committee but workers had flee© access to superior 
officers in case of need or any grievance*

Labour/Personnely^Ielforo Officers had been appointed in 
the Spates of Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Bombay,Delhi, Kerala,
Madhya Bharat, Madhya PradeGh, Madras, Mysore, Saurashtra and 
West Bengal for lookin g into tho needs and grievances of the 
workers* These Officers also dealt with the requirement of 
workers, their welfare, personnel management and conciliation 
aspects*

Trade unions existed in all the Spates except PEPSU and 
Rajasthan* In Uest Bengal, there were trade unions but those 
were nob recognised by theGovernmsnt as under Government 
orders workers were allowed to form only associations and 
not unions* The number of trade unions varied from one to 
fifteen in a unit* In some of the States, vis*, Bombay 
(one unit), Delhi, Jammu and Kashmir, Madras, Orissa, and 
Punjab all the unions wore registered and recognised by 
the management* In the States of Bihar, Bombay (one unit), 
Himachal Pradesh, Kerala, Madhya Bharat, Madhya Pradesh, 
Mysore and Uttar Pradesh, tho unions wore registered but 
not recognised* In Assam, there was one union bub it was 
neither registered nor recognised* In Andhra Pradesh, tho 
recognition of registered unions was under consideration*

(Indian Labour Gasetfce,Vol*XVT,Ho*2, 
August 1958, pp* 122-149 )•
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52» Workers' T7elfarQ,Rooreation and Workprs* Education«

India - September 1958»

Statutory Welfare Fund for Manganese Kino Workers?
Govempsint Promises Éarly Action» ~

On 5 September 1958» the Pajyn Sabha debated on a 
resolution moved by a private member, . Shri R»K. Malaviya 
(Congress) urging the Government to take early steps to create 
a statutory Labour Welfare Fund for the workers in the manganeso 
industry on the lines of the Coal Hines Labour Welfare Fund»

Shri Halaviya said that he was to some extent connected 
with the manganese industry in Madhya Pradesh and Orissa, the 
main manganese producing Spates, and his own view was that the 
housing condition of the workers was ’’disgraceful”» The workers’ 
position could be improved only by the creation of a statutory 
Labour Welfare Fund for this industry» A levy sufficient to 
collect 5 million rupees annually shouldbe imposed on tho 
manganese industry, al\gr lialayiya said»

Dr* R.B. Gour (Communist-Andhra) gave whole-hearted support 
to the resolution» The conditions of the workers in this industry, 
ho said were horrible»

Dr. Sita ^annanand (Congress-iiadhya Pradesh) said that 
medical facilities should be provided for workers» She suggested 
that the administrative agency for the new fund should be 
amalgamated with the Coal Mines Welfare Fund co that tho 
operating costG would not be a stumbling block.
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Shri T7.S. Bnrlingoy (Congress - Madhya Pradesh) said 
the creation of a Labour t7olfare Fund for manganese -workers 
was urp-ont nB about 50 per cent of the vrorkers were women. 
All the provisions of industrial labour legislation were 
vidlated by tho manganese rainoowncrs.

Shri S.B. Tajee (Congress) and Shri K.L. rTarasinhan 
(Communist) also supported the resolution. Shri Barasimharn 
■¡ranted the appointment of n Tripartite Committee to go into 
tho question of closure of manganese mines in some parts 
of the country.

Shri Abid Ali, intervening in the debate, said -that " 
he had to confess that conditions of -workers, their emolu
ments, housing and welfare in manganese mines were "far 
from satisfaotory”.. Government was aware of closures, but 
ns manganese ore was an export commodity, subject to world 
price fluctuations, it was not possible to keep all the

working if the commodity could not be exported*

Shri Abid Ali assured the Bouse that Governmentwas 
trying to introduce a Bill in the current session of 
Parliament providing for the levy of a cess on manganese 
ore. If it was not possible to introduce the Bill this 
cession, it would.be introduced early next session. Tho 
intention was to fix G rupees per ton as the levy, but it 
would be 2 rupees per ton on export to begin with.

The Deputy Minister, said that the proposed fund would 
be similar to the Coal Mines Welfare Fund.

Shri Salaviya, replying to the debate, said that 
nationalisation of mines vjgs the only remedy if decent 
conditions of living had to be assured to tho workers, 
no welcomed tho Deputy Minister’s assurance and withdrew 
the resolution.

(Tho Statesman, 6 September 1S58 ).
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55« Protect ion of Minors«

India - September 1958«

Andhra Pradesh Employment of Children. Rules« 1958«

The Government of Andhra Pradesh published on 
21 August 1958 the Andhra Pradesh Employment of Children 
Rules« 1958« made in osercise of the powers conferred 
under the Employment of Children Aot,1958« The rules 
prescribed inter alia the powene form of certificate 
of ago and the duties of inspectors«

(G.0.Lîs,îio«193S Home(Lnbour V),dated
12 August 1958; Rules Suppienimt to 
Part I of the Andhra Pradesh Gazette«

21 August 1958, pp« 423-424 )o
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64» Wage Protection and Labour Claus on in Broloyment
Contracts with the Public AuthoritiosT ' ■

India - September 1958«

Working of the Paymen t of Wages Act,1956, in Mines
during the Year 1956^

All the provisions of the Payment of Wages Act,1936, 
except sub-section (4) of Section 8 which relates to the 
amount of fine that could be imposed on any employed person, 
were extended to coal mines from 15 J anuory 1948, and to 
other mines from 15 June 1951» All persons employed in 
mines as defined under the Mines Act,1952, and droning 
less than rupees two hundred per month (the wage limit has 
since been raised to 400 rupees per month) are covered by 
the Payment of Wages Act, 1936» The Paymen t of Wages (Mines) 
Pules, 1949 were applicable to all mines except the manganese 
mines till 5 December 1956« Those rules have new been replaced 
by the Payment of Wages (liineo) Rules 1956 which are applicable 
to nil mines including the manganese mines (covered under the 
Mines Aot,1952) with effect from 8 December 1956«

During the year under review, 2,873 mines employing 
568,254 workers were covered by the Act* The mines in the 
regions of Calcutta, Madras, Jabalpur, Dhanbad, Bombay and 
Kanpur wore 249, 359, 754, 1,413, 69 and uoopo 29
respectively«



Inapootion Machinery*- Tho responsibility for 
»rimin'? ntrat ion of the Ant is with the Industrial 
Eolations Machinery* The Chief Labour Commissioner 
(Central)* his Welfare Adviser* Regional Labour CommiGsIoners, 
Conciliation Officers* Labour Inspectors, Junior Labour 
Inspectors and tho Provident Fund Inspectors working under 
tho Coal Mines Provident Fund Commissioner havo been 
notified as •Inspectors* under the Act* The inspection 
work io mainly don e by the Labour Inspectors, Junior 
Labour Inspectors and Provident Fund Inspectors within 
their respective jurisdictions* The Conciliation Officers 
and the Regional Labour Commissioners have also dona 
certain amount of inspection work during the course of 
their tours#

Inspections and Irregularities#«» During tho year under 
review, 4,701 inspections were made as against 4,000 in 
the previous year* The total number of irregularities 
detected was 18,025 as against 19,782, during the preceding 
year* Tho largest number of irregularities detected were 
in the Dhanbad region, being 15,400 i*e* more than 85 
per cent of the total* A total of IS,7G2 irregularities 
were rectified during 1956 as against 16,014 in 1955* It 
will be seen that there was oh increase of about 20 per cent 
in tho number of inspections and decrease of about 9 per cent 
in the number of irregularities detected, as compared with 
tho previous year* The percentage of irregularities rectified 
wifr to total detected increased from. 81 per cent in 1955 to 
93 per cent during the year under review. The largest number 
of irregularities related to tho delayed payment of wages 
(73 per cent) followed by non-display of notices etc* (10,8 
per cent) and non-maintenance of registers (4*8 per cent)*

Rectification of Irregularities#- The irregularities 
detoctod were duly brought to the notice of mine owners and 
efforts woro made to ensure that they were rectified as 
quickly as possible* TJinetythree per cent of tho irregularities 
detected wore rectified during the year as against 67 per cent 
in tho last year# The number of Irregularities contested 
was 14 as against 26 in the previous year* Moiras, Dhanbad 
and Nagpur have shown improvement in the rectification of 
irregularities* As regards the time taken for rectification,
65 per cent of the irregularities were rectified within 3 
months* 19 per cent within 3 to 6 months, 6 per cent within 
6 to 9 months* and 4 per cent between 9 to 12 months*



Claims.- Under Section 15 of the Act, 52 applications 
uero filed during the year under reviow for non-payment or 
delayed payment of -Rages and 2 applications for illegal 
deductions from -wares. Out of these 54 applications, 14 
cases vzero decided in favour of the employees, 1 against then,
3 cases were withdrawn and the rest wore pending at the end 
of tho year. The total amount awarded to the employees in 
respect of claims -was 2,156 rupees.

Annual Returnsr- Under tho provisions of Rules 18 of 
the Payment of Y/ages (Mines) Rules, 1949, every employer -was 
required to submit an annual return giving details of the 
number of persons employed, total -wages paid, total amount 
deducted on aocount of fines etc. In all, only 689 mines 
submitted the returns showing a slight improvement over the 
last year’s figures (587). The number of workers employed in 
mines submitting returns was 528,634, of which 273,836 were 
men and 54,798 women.

The total wages paid during the year to all workers were 
227,524,314 rupees. Deductions on-account of fines amounting 
to 900 rupees were made in 1,847 cases. Deductions for damages 
amounted to 5,483 rupees in S,268 cases.

Proseoutions»- During the year 1956, 8 prosecutions were
launched for violations of the Payment of Y/ages Act and rules 
franod thereunder. Implementation of the provisions of the law 
by the employers has been achieved more effectively by persuasion 
by the officers of the Industrial Relations machinery*

General.— It haa been reported by the Chief Labour 
Commissioner that the worlcing of the Act in big mines is 
goner ally satisfactory. Difficulties in enforcing the Act 
and Rules continue to exist in respect of small mines which 
are situated In far flung areas. On the whole, the working 
of the Act during the year under reviow wa3 fairly satisfactory.

( For a reviow of the Working of the Payment of Tfeges 
Act,1936, in Hines during 1955, please see Section 64, 
pp. 71—74 of the report of this Office for March 1957).

(Indian Labour Gazette, Yol^XVI, Uo.2, 
August 1958, pp. 149—151 ).
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Uttar Pradosh* U.P. Payment of Wages (Procedure) Rules,
" 1958« ““

The Government of Uttar Pradesh published on 
30 August; 1958 the U.P. Payment of "Wages (Procedure) 
Rules,1958, made in exercise of the powers conferred 
under the Payment of Wages Act, 1936« The rules 
prescribe the procedure for applications under section 
15(2) of the Act and the procedure for appeals, 
(Section 15 of the Act deals with claims out of deduc
tions from wages or delay in payment of wages and 
penalty for malicious or voxatic^Uclaims).

(Notification No.3440(SM)/kxXVI-A-ll21 (Sh)-5?, 
dated 20 August 1958, Uttar Pradosh Gasetto, 
Part IA, 30 August 1958, pp.1495-1499).

*L’
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India - September 1958.

Commanlfeto* Attempt to Control Steel Belts
Shri Tata’s vievja on Jamshedpur Strilto.

I
Shri J.R.D. Tata, Chairman* Tata Iron and Steel 

Company Limited, in the course of his address at the 
fifty-first annual general meeting of the Company on 
18 September 1958, dwelt on the recent strike and 
violent incidents at Jamshedpur (vide Section 67, pp.
60-61 of the report of this Office for July 1958) and 
characterised them as "a determined and premeditated 
attempt by the Communist Party to acquire by. force at 
Jamshedpur as part of a bigger plan to control the whole 
of the labour field in the Indian heavy industry" • The 
essential fact about thin strike m3, he rated, that 
it was not a dispute between the Company and its employees

Shri Tata recalled his warning in this regard at 
the last annual general meeting (vide Section 28, pp.4-7 
of the report of this Office for September 1957) and 
added that J nmshedpur, with its great complex of engineer
ing industries grouped around India’s biggest steel plant, 
was a bastion which must be conquered at all cost for, 
without it,control over other industries in that part of 
the oountry would be precarious. As a first step, the 
existing recognised IETUC Union hnd to be ousted. "The 
Communist leadership probably thought that the preliminary 
process of agitation and localised action which they had 
carried on at Jamshedpur during the previous year had so 
softened the.opposition that one hard push would be 
sufficient to topple the whole edifice of relationship 
bet-neon the Company and its employees and their Union, 
founded on years of goodwill, negotiation and successive 
agreements*

i
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"It'this woll-propared plot failed utterly, it is 
becauseuhc Company stood firm and the Government of 
Bihar which, from tho start, had a clear understanding 
of the issues at stake, dealt with lawlessness, coercion 
and violenco with a strong hand* An important contributory 
cause nas tho good sense of the men themselves who wasted 
no time in rejecting the Communist leadership as soon as 
they realised its true significance*

"A notable foatufco of the strike, which noed surprise 
only those who refuse to recognise the consistent nature 
and pattern of Communist action in demooratic countries, 
was the oold-blooded resort to violenco and mob action*
If it had not beon for the firm stand taken by the Govern
ment of Bihar many more lives would have been lost in tho 
wave of terror and crime unleashed on J amshedpur to break 
down all opposition*

"Another1 notable feature of the Jamshedpur struggle 
needs to be at res sod* When events began to go against 
thorn at Jamshedpur, the strikers did not hesitate to 
interfere with certain operational measures - the lack 
of which would have caused such serious damage to tho 
coke ovens and blast furnaces ns to have required up to 
a year to repair* This was nothing less than sabotage 
rhich. was countered only in the nick of time and which, 
if successful, would have resulted in prolonged unemploy
ment for thousands of workers and in the loss of hundreds 
of thousands of tons of steel to the country, apart from 
immense financial loss to the Company* I may say that, 
sinoe tho strike, a number of individual oases of attempted 
cabotage of the new plant have been discovered^ The high 
■okiH degree of technical knowledge and skill displayed 
and a certain similarity of pattern mate it clear that 
those were not isolated acts of disgruntled individuals 
but part of a well-conceived and executed plan*"

Weak trade unionism*— Continuing Shri Tata said* 
"Tnirty years of labour peace at Jamshedpur had perhaps 
dimmed to some extent the realisation that sound labour 
relations and enduring co—operatxon need unremitting 
vigilanoo and effort, particularly on the shop floor, 
as well as the maintenance and constant use of good 
channels of c ojxrunic at ion between management, supervisory 
staff and labour* The recent event, tragic ns they wore, 
will have served a useful purpose if they have helped to 
clear away tho weeds of habit and oomplacenoy and exposed 
some of the underlying deficiencies sway tho previously 
concealed*
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°The task of establishing and maintaining good 
industrial relations io particularly difficult in 
India, in comparison with highly industrialised 
countries where the workers arc well-educated and 
disciplined and where unions are strong and responsible* 
With fifty years of industrialisation behind us, however, 
I foel it in time for the trade union movement in India 
to mature and organise itself on the lines followed 
with such success e "t;mirelsewhere* By and large, 
Indian trade unionism is still weak in organisation and 
finance and retains a primarily agitational character* 
Instead of concentrating on constructive work within the 
union membership and at the conference table, union 
sotivity in India still takes mainly the form of provo
cative speeches at mass meetings* The movement has been 
further weakened, and in fact almost destroyed, by the 
endless struggle for power between three politically 
affiliated groups#

"A heavy responsibility devolves on Indian trade 
union leaders who, helpod by the striking change in the 
attitude of management to labour problems throughout 
Indian industry in recent years, and by the consistently 
pro-labour attitude of the Central and S£atc Gavorrcwnts, 
have a groat opportunity of constructive’service to the 
growing mass of India’s industrial workers* There is, 
unfortunately, no sign as yet of an improvement in the 
situation and wo may roly upon the militant AJTUC group 
to keep the cauldron boiling for, as wo have seon at 
Jamshedpur and elsewhere, labour unrest and disruption 
of industrial production are essential weapons in tho 
armoury of tho party to which tho AHUC is affiliated 
and from which it derives its financial resources•"

(The Statesman, 20 September 1958)»
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Bombay» Industrial Disputes during 1957»

During the year 1957 there were 305 disputes in the 
State involving 192,283 -workers on the maximum -with a time 
loss of 857,311 man-days. The corresponding figures for 
1956 wero 294 disputes involving 245,140 workers on the 
maximum with a time loss of 705,881 mon-days. Thus compared 
to the position in 1956 the industrial disputes whether 
considered by the number of disputes or man-days lost were 
on tho increase during the year 1957, The number of disputes 
increased only by 4 per cent but the loss in man-days, was 
higher by nearly 23 per cent. The average man-days per dispute 
increased from 2,401 to 2,834 in 1957 while the average 
duration of disputes rose from 2,88 in 1956 to 4,51 in 1957,

There was no industry-wide work-stoppage during the year 
under review. However, there were, 15 lockouts involving 
23,119 workers which alone accounted for nearly 356,000 man-days 
or 41,05 per cent of the total time-loss resulting from all 
tho disputes.

Over 48 per cont of the total time-loss recorded during 
tho year was suffered by the Textile Industry, which accounted 
for nearly 40 per cent of tho total number of disputes, Tho 
total time loss Buffered by this industry was, however, more 
by 47,64per cont as compared to the previous year. The 
Engineering Industry showed appreciable decline in tins loss 
as compared to the previous year while the Hisoolloneous 
industries with the highest number of disputes recorded a sharp 
rise df more than 126 per cent in the time loss during the year. 
Tills rise in time loss in the Textile Industry was mainly duo 
to five disputes in (1) the Pulgaon Cotton Hills Ltd,Pulgaon 
(Wnrdha District) - 24isputes; (2^ the Swadeshi Hills Co.Ltd,, 
Kurla, Bombay -2 disputes and (3) the Osmanshahi Hills,Handed 
which together involved nearly 10 per cent of the total worters 
and accounted for more than 27 per cont of the total time loss 
resulting from all the disputes.
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Disputes occurred at 60 centres as against 52 in 1956.
Creator Bombay, the most important industrial centre in the 
State, recorded as usual, the highest number viz», 178 os 
againBt 202 during 1956, while Ahmedobnd recorded 24 disputes»
Disputes in Greater Bombay alone affected about 58 per cent 
of the total workers involved during the^year and accounted 
for nearly 46 per cent of the total time-loBS.

!
Causes of disputoa.- A variety of reasons occasioned j

strikes and lockouts and in several instances many issues wore 
involved in each case» Hot,ever, for the purpose of statistics 
such cases havo been classified according to what appeared to 
be the principal issue in the dispute.

Dearly 56»27 per cent of the total disputes involving 
more than 55 per cent of the total workers affected related to 
"Pay and allowances and bonus", 92 or 50.07 per cent of the 
total disputes affecting more than 33.57 per cent of thetotal 
workers involved were due to "Grievances about personnel".
Twenty-three disputes occurred on account of "Leave and Hours
of work" while 80 or 26.14 per cent of the total disputes
affecting nearly 23 per cent of the total worlers involved were
due to "Other Causes". The highest time-loss i.e. 39.37 per cent
of the total time-loss was on account of tho disputes relating
to "Other Causes", whilo "Pay, allowances and Bonus" formed the
next important issue in more than 36 percen t of the total I
disputes as will be seen from the table below which shows the -
distribution of disputes according to the main causes:-
_____  _______________________ i'

Causes No. of 
disputes.

No. of workers 
involved.

No. of
man-days lost.

Pay and Allowances.......
Bonus
Leavo and bourn of work..
Personnel»...............
Others

Total.

90 45,912 200,710
21 21,505 84,610
23 16,506 15,716
92 64,550 224,880
80 43,810 341,395

306 192,283 837,311 '

Although "pay, allowances and bonus" formed the main cause, 
the percentage to total recorded a fall from 41.50 in 1956 to 
36»27 per cent during 1957. The percentage to total number of 
disputes due to grievances about "Personnel" also recorded a 
slight fall of 0.88 per cent. The "Leave and hours of work" 
and "Other causes", however, recorded a rise of 0.38 per cent 
end 5.73 per cent respectively.
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Results of Disputes»- In S2 or nearly 21.02 per cent 
of tho 295 disputes, ■which terminated during the year under 
review representing nearly 20 per cent of tho total workers 
involved the workers were either partially or entirely successful 
while in 165 or nearly 56 per cent of tho disputes affecting 
raoro than 52 per cent of the total workers involved, the workers 
were entirely unsuccessful. In 60 or more than 20 percent of 
the disputes the result was indefinite i.o. work was resumed 
pending final settlement of the dispute.

Compared to tho previous year, the percentage of disputes 
which ware either successful or partially successful, declined 
by about 5.90 per cent. The proportion of unsuccessful disputes, 
however, recorded a rise of 10.47 per con t while "Indefinite" 
idurisg disputes deolined from 27.27 in 1956 to 20.54 in 1957.
Tho following tables classify the disputes according to rosultsx-

Posult. Ko.of Ko. of worksfs
. .  disputes. involved.

Entirely favourable to the workers.... 
Martially favourable to the workers. •• 
Entirely unfavourable to the workers.. 
Inconlusive
Indefinite
Inprogress.

Total.

37 17,195
25 2i;i31

165 100,172
8 1,623

60 47,938
11 4,194

305 192,283
f'

)
[

The workers were reported tobe completely successful in 
22 disputes in which "Pay an d Allowances" was the principal 
issue find in 9 disputes which related to "Grievances about 
Personnel".

The Workers involved.- The number of workers involved 
recorded for the year was loner by 21.5 por cent -than the 1956 
figure, nearly 56.64 per cent of tho workers involved in all 
the disputes during the year under review wore from the Textile 
Industry while Miscellaneous Industries accounted for 27.72 
por cent.

Analysing the disputes according to the number of workers 
involved, the 10-100 groups acco’-ntcd for 49.67 percent of the 
total disputes but the tine-loss caused by these disputes was 
only 5.75 per cent. As against this 7 disputes involving over 
4,000 workers accounted for nearly 17 per cent while the group 
2,001 to 3,000 was responsible for tho highest time—loss i.e. 
nearly 22 per cent of the total time-loss.
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Worlcing days lost»« The year under ravian recorded 
more than 867,300 nan-days lost as against about 705,800 
during the previous year» T^o 1 to 100 slab of tine-loss 
recorded 107 disputes involving 3.81 percent of the total 
■workers while 35 disputes with a loss of nore than 5,000 
nan-days, involved 48»55 per cent of the. total workers and 
accounted for about 82 per cent of the .total tine-loss»

Duration of Disputes»« The nuriber of industrial 
disputes classified by duration shows that nearly 72 
per cent of the disputes did not last for nore than 5 da£s» 
Even among those, there was a heavy concentration in the 
class lasting for "a day or less"* A little less than 
half of the total disputes involving 36 »03 per cent of the 
total workers, lasted for a period of a day or less» The 
tino-loss in these disputes was, however, only about 

6 per cent while 85 or nearly 28 per oent .of the total 
disputes which lasted for nore than 5 days accounted for 
nore than 73 per cent of the total time-loss» The average 
dispute duration of the disputes (obtained by dividing the 
total number of nan-days lost by the total niunber of workers 
involved) however, advanced from 2»88 in 1956 to 4»51 during 
1957«

(For a review for the year 1956« please see Section 67, 
pp» 110-112 of the report of this Office for October-ííovenber, 
1957 ).

(Labour Gazette, Tol» XXXVTI, Ho»12« 
August 1958, pp» 1521-1535 )»
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Rajya Sabha debates Industrial Unroot in the Country.

Tho Ragya Sahha debated on 22 August and 5 September 
1950 a resolution moved by a member, Shri Laljl Pendso (Coimuniet) 
seeking the appointment of an all-party parliamentary comitteo 
to examine tho causes of the present industrial unrest and the 
attitude of the employers and the Government, and to reconnond 
treasures to improve industrial relations,

Having the resolution^ Shri Lalji Pendse said that 
industrial unrest was growing from year to year. Closure 
of many textile and jute mills had added to the seriousness 
of tho problem. Employers had rejected or flouted the 
decisions taken at the tripartite labour conferences and 
Government was ”peacofully watching the malady”, Shri Pendse 
urged that for the success of the Plan, it was essential to 
end tho present state of affairs and establish industrial 
relations on the baais of the declared objectives of tho 
second Plan,

Shri H.P. Saxena (Congress — Uttar Pradesh), opposing 
the resolution, said that the mover waB taking a partisan view 
in, blaming employers and th©Government alone as being responsible 
for the unrest.

Dr, TUB, Gout (Communist - Andhra) said that in tho iron 
and steel industry more than 11,000 workers hnd been laid off 
in Tiest Bengal, Employers as a class were violating tho codes 
and ignoring tho decisions adopted by the Indian labour conference. 
Referring to tho recent strike at Jamshedpur, Dr, Gour ohargod 
that tho Bihar Government had “totally ignored itiresponsibility 
and duties towards labour”,

Shri Rohit Dave (PSP-3ombay) supporting tho resolution, said 
that, besides Wages there were factors of industrial relations 
which had to be investigated and the Government’s policy clearly 
formulated, A committee such as the ono suggested in the 
resolution could help to lay down the norms which should govern 
industrial relations so that there was rule of law in industry,

(Ind.-Kerala)
Dr, P^J »Thomas/said that- deprecated frequent strikes on 

”f(ipmsy” grounds, such as less sugar in the tea served to workers 
or transfer of some workers from ono section to another, Dr.Thoman 
said that organised labour van in a better condition than workers 
in analleoalo industries, In tho present circumstances, it would 
be ”issnoral and unjustified” for workers getting on on overage 
about 5 rupees a day to demand more. There mast bo a wage freeze 
for some tioo because wages could bo revised only if there waB 
higher productivity, he added.



Shri S,D. Patil (Congress - Bombay) said that taking 
an overall view of the o con onio conditions, industrial,labour 
■nas having “too much of reliefn, compared to other sections 
of tho working people* - '

Prof, A,H, Ti'adia (nominated) said on the face of it the 
resolution did not seem to contain anything objectionable.
But the fact that it came from Communists made one suspioious 
about its objectives.

As for the good of workers, ho pointed out that conditions 
of workers were much better in the U*S*A,, Australia and Host 
Germany than in the Communist countries,

Shri J,V,K^.V<illabh Rao (communist-Andhra) said reports 
were appearing everyday in newspapers about the closure of 
industrial xinits, The proposed committee could go to tho 
root of this matter,

Shri R*K* Kalaviya (Congress -Hadhya Pradesh) wondered 
how the appointment of a committee» could help a proper 
investigation of the whole problem of industrial unrest.
The task was too big for a committee of 15 members of Parliament 
to tackle,

•Shri P,H, Rajbhoj (Congress-Bombay) deprecated attempts 
to create industrial unrest* He did not think there was any 
need for the resolution as Government, in his view, was doing 
enough for tho welfare of workers,

Shri Dookinandan Harayan (Congress - Bombay) opposing the 
resolution, said that the Cormunist Party was responsible for 
tho industrial unrest. He would like to know whether labour- 
nanagenont relations had improved even in one industry where 
tho Communist led the workers’ unions*

Shri Bhuposh Gupta (Communist-Host Bengal) said the 
capitalist class wqb only interested in exploiting workers and 
denying them common anonitios of life. The employers adopted 
such attitudes when disputes were referred to tribunals as 
embittered relations between employers and workers. The 
decisions of tribunals and courts were often not carried but 
by the employers.

The Government’s attitude also was relevant in this 
oonnexion. In its own sector the Government’s behaviour as 
employers was somotimes unconscionable. Even during disputes 
between workers and private employers, tho Government’s rolo 
was not helpful* . '

Dr* Sita Parmanand (Congress-Hadhya Pradesh) thought that 
the appointment of a committee, as urged in the resolution,
•would not serve a useful purpose* On the contrary, it night 
lead to industrial unrest* She favoured the settlement of disputes 
through abritration. She also, drew attention to the difficulties 
of workers in coal mines and said that labour welfare officers 
were used by their employer a to kill trade union activity.



Dr. P.V.Kano(Hominatod) said the resolution spoke of J ;
examination of tho attitudes of only employers end the Government. J
But what about the attitude of employees? Without mention of .
this* the resolution indicated there was nothing wrong with tho
employees. His experience was that strikers prevented peoplo
affected by the strike from holping themselves. 'Hint right
had the employees to do this? The proposed committee should also
examine ’’the impact of frequont strikes on society and production0.

Congress
Shri Sheolbhadra Yajeo (£cmmun±nt-3ilinr) oppoccd the i*esolution. .

He expressed the view that unions strikes were banned as in Russia, i
China and other socialist countries, India could not succeed with 
her Five Year Plans. Communists, he said, had only lip sympathy •
for the Plan?

Shri E.L.• Harsimham (Communist-Anahra) referred to closures 
and rettonchoments in the mining industry, particularly in 
manganese, iron oreand mica mines and said that in spite of 
representations, the State and Central Governments wore indifferent.
Accidents wore on the increase because mine-owners were not 
observing the regulations*

The Deputy Minister for Labour, Shri Abid Ali, intervening 
in the debate, explained why thonosolufeion was not acceptable to 
the Goverannnt, There was already an informal Consultative 
Committee, consisting of 60 members of Parliament, which could
discuss problems relating to industrial relations,

, i. . /
Lay-off and retrenchment compensation had been statutorily ' ■

provided for, codes of conduct and discipline adopted and
‘’effective action” was being token for the implementation of .1 i
awards and settlements both, at the Centro and in the States. *

\ -
The Government did not remain silent when cases of non-imple- j

mentation of awards and settlements were reported to the, he added,...... • . i ;

Shri Abid Ali referred to a number of strikes which, in his 
view, were nob justified. Regarding the Jamshedpur strike, the 
Deputy Minister said that it was ’’complete falsehood” to suggest 
that the Bihar Government was in the pay of Tatas.

There were frequent interruptions and protests from Communist 
benches when Shri Abid Ali charged the Communists with planning 
"sabotage” and proceeded to give details of the losses resulting 
from the Jamshedpur strike and the damange caused in the disturbances ;
thero, Ho said that the production loss was 45,000 tons of tho 
value of 27, million rupees, vhiiii the workers lost 2.423 million 
rupees in wage3j 335,000 maml-day3 were lost and property worth 
1,115 million rupees was damaged. Shri Abid Ali said that if the 
Communists were really anxious that the Plan should bo implemented, 
ho did not know why they should create strilss lending to loss of 
moro man-days.

After Shri Bendoo’s reply to the debate the resolution was ‘
padgfidr to a veto and rejected by 30 votes to 13,

(

(The Statesman, 23 August and 6 September 1958),
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First Meeting of Tripartite Antral Implementation Land
Evaluation Ccnaitteo» Cases of Breaches of Code of

' Disoiplino to be Investigated»

The Tripartite Central Implementation and Evaluation 
Committee, 13111011 held its first meeting in Hew Delhi on 
20 September 1958, discussed the Calcutta trom mortars*, 
strike and the general strike in Bombayon 25 July 1958, 
in the context of the Code of Discipline in Industry*

ThQ Union Labour Minister, Shri Gulsarilal Handa, 
who presided, told the Committee that the Ministry had 
already decided to investigate the causes of the Bombay 
strike with special reference to infringements, if any, 
of the Code* Th® parties concerned had been aBksd to 
furnish information which they might have regarding the. 
strike* Shri E.L, Mehta, Joint Secretary, vho is in 
charge of the Evaluation and Implementation Division of 
the Ministry, would he shortly visiting Bombay to conduct 
the investigation*

As regards the Calcutta tram workers* strike, Shri Handa 
Gold that an on the spot study by a triparti to body compri
sing nominees of members of the Central Implementation and 
Evaluation Committee might be helpful. The suggestion was 
aofiepted by both the employers* and the workers* representa
tives. It was agreed that the West Bengal Government should 
be consulted regarding this matter immediately«

Reference was also made to the Jamshedpur strike, Shri 
Honda pointed out that,since the Code of Discipline was 
formally ratified only at the Haini Tai conference last May, 
it would hot be practicable to take up cases which had 
ooourred prior to the conference. Ho said that the Code 
should be deemed to have cone into effect from 1 June 1958.

Speaking about non-implement at ion of awards and agreements, 
Shri Ilanda referred in particular to the tendency of sone 
parties to go to courts with a view to evading or postponing 

obligations arising out of an award or agreement* He, however, ‘ 
added that there might be genuine cases where there was justifi
cation in going to tho courts, particularly where it was felt 
that the rights of a party were being threatened or where a 
legal point was involved, and the cotarts might clarify things* 
But, he said, most of the cases which were taken to the courts 
were not the correct ones.
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Shri Honda, thcreforo, suggested that the workors’ 
and the employers* organisations themselves should set 
up machinery, soy, a screening coamitteo to decide xihioh 
of the coses should he taken to the courts»

Regarding the work of the Implementation and the 
Evaluation machinery -which h&3 boon set up, Shri Honda 
said that their experience so for hod not boon discourag
ing» On th© ether hand, they were hopeful, in the senso 
that there had been free and full cooperation -with the 
machinery from all sides»

Finally, Shri Nanda said that it was only -when there 
was mutual regard for obligations that now traditions in 
the matter of industrial relations could develop and grow. 
He saids "It should not be considered that because one 
party on some occasion failed to carry out its obligations, 
then the doors become open for the other party to have 
its own way in complete disregard of its obligations and 
standards of conduct that have been laid down in the Code 
of Discipline» This is very important, otherwise the 
reactions start»’’.

Among those present were the Union Deputy Uinistor 
for Labour, Shri Abid All, the employers’ representatives, 
Shri Hnval H. Tata, Shri G.D. B&ssani, Shri H.P. Merchant 
and Shri P» Chert sal Rao, and the worlcorG* representatives, 
Shri Knnti Kehta, Shri BiD. Joshi, Shri Bagaram Tulpule 
and Shri Qur Bachan Singh»

(Press Hote doted 20 September 1958, 
issued by the Government of India)•
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Industrial Disputes (Amendment) Bill, 1958» hon-Offícial 
Bill introduced in Parliament«

Shri Aurobindo Ghosal (Forward Bloc-West Bengal) introduced 
in the Lok Sabha on 22 August 1958, a Bill to amend the 
Industrial Disputes Act,1947» According to the Statement of 
Objects and Seasons of the Bill, various industrial tribunals 
following the decision of the Supreme Court in the cáse of 
Lakshnd. Devi Sugar Mills versus Ran Sarup and others, reported 
in the A,I.R» 1957, February, pego 82, have held that suspension 
without pay during the pendency of any proceeding before an 
industrial tribunal is not a substantive punishment and as 
such it does not attract section 33 of the Industrial Disputes 
Act, 1947, Taking advantage of this legal lacuna the employers 
are keeping employees under suspension without pay, if they 
desire, for months together till the proceedings before the 
National Tribunal are over in order to avoid the obligation 
of taking permission from the tribunal»

Secondly, the tribunals following the decision of 
the Supreme Court in tho case referred to above have 
expressed their helplessness in many awards regarding 
dispute over recognition of any Union, though, of represen
tativo character, in the absence of any provision empowering 
then to deal with this dispute«

The Bill seek to make necessary amendments to section 
55 and the seoon d schedule to the Act»

(The Gazette of Indiat Extraordinary, 
Part II, Sectidn 2, 22August 1958,

pp. 708-799 )c
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Boribayt Industrial Disputes (Bombay Provision for
Pniformity)Bill, 1958»

Tho Government of Bombay published on 28 August 1950 
a Bill to provide for uniformity ’ in tho application of 
the Industrial Disputes Act,1947, in the S-^ate of Bombay. 
According to the Statement of Objects and Reasons of the 
Bill» at present the Industrial Disputes Act,1947 (XJV of 
1947), is unifoimally applicable in the old Bombay State 
area, liarathuada, Vidarbha and Hutch areas of the State 
of Bombay. The former Government of Sauraahtra had, 
hoivever, amended the Industrial Disputes Act in its 
application to tho Saurashtra area by the Industrial 
Disputes (Saurashtra Amendment) Act,1953, and the 
Industrial Disputes and the Industrial Disputes (Appellate 
Tribunal)(Saurashtra Amendment) Act,1955* With a view
to achieving uniformity in the application of the 
Industrial Disputes Act throughout the Sfcate of Bombay, 
it is proposed to repeal the amendments made "by the former 
Government of Saurashtra*

(Th® Bombay Government Gasotte,Port V, 
28 August 1958, pp. G23-625 )•
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CHAPTER 7. PROBLEMS PECULIAR TO CERTAIN CATEGORIES
‘ OF WORKERS?

PIDIA - SEPTEEBER 1958, ,

71« Employees and Salaried Intellectual Workers«,

Working Journalists (Fixation of Rotes of wages) Act,
' 1958 29 of 1958T»

The Working Journalists (Fixation of Ratos of Wages) 
Bill (vide page SI of the report of this Office for 
August 1958) as passed by Parliament received the assent 
of the President on IS September 1958 and has been gazetted 
as Act Ho«29 of 1958» The Act provides for the fixation 
of rates of wages of working journalists and for matters 
connected therewith»

(The Gazette of India,Extraordinary, 
Part II, Seotion~l, IS September,1958,

pp. 183-189 ).
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75« Officials and Publié Employees'of national»Regional
and Looal Administrations, of nationalised ündertaïilng3
Or undertakings Managed with the Participation of 'the'

Public Authorities*

India - September 1958»

Punjab» 12-Poirrb Code of Conduot for Government Employees«

A 12-Point code of conduct has been, on joined upon the 
Government employees, both at the district and the Secretariat 
level, aocording to a circular issued by Government» The 
code, among other things, refers to "immoderate indulgence 
in alcoholic drinks, v/hich directly affect both physical and 
mental processes of human system and ultimately produce 
deleterious effect on dispatch and efficiency of officals”«
It lays dovzn that completely eschewing the use of liquors 
in areas of prohibition should bo the basic policy and 
followed strictly.

Another evil, aooording to the oode, is "the playing 
of cards at high stakes which generally depletes the financial 
assets of the officials and officers, who are then compelled 
to have recourse to corrupt means to males good locoes«"

Special omphasis ha3 been laid on the maintain nee of 
official secrets«



Another point stressed ia that in caso of nomination 
to or removal of members from local bodies etc«, impartiality, , 
fair play and general integrity should he the vratohrrord«
Tinder no circumstances should Government servants he deflected 
from deciding cosea on merit. Any signs nhother visible or 
hidden, or nepotism, communalism, regionalism and favouritism 
should be nipped in the bud.

The circular adds that no consideration — personal^party, 
political or communal should have any play Tzhatnoevcr in 
adrainiffbrativG fields, like appointments, promotions, postings^ 
course of justice, investigation of crime and issue of permits, 
quotas and licences»

Tho circular calls upn the district officers to report 
to Government ail''important incidents immediately. It says 
that GovornnEnb sometimes comas to Icnarc of such incidents 
through the medium of daily presB* This reflects a great 
discredit on district officers.

Other points highlighted by the circular relate to 
punctuality in court and office' attendance, seal for 
service, perfect discipline in personal conduct and in tho 
conduct of Government'affairs¿ eradication of corruption, 
economy in expenditure and cordial relations betireen various 
officers of the district.

(The Tiibune, 24 August 1958 )»



CHAPTER 8, HAHPOTfiSR PROBLEMS,

INDIA - SEPTEMBER 1958,

81» Employment Situation«

Lay-Off of Workers; Tripartite Talks to ho Convened;
Miniotor's Announcement in Parliament»

A tripartite conference in which representatives of 
labour» industry and the State and Central Covonments 
would participate would soon be convened to look into the 
question of lay-off of industrial workers as a result of 
shortage of steel and other row materials available for 
the implementation of core projects of the second Plan,
Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri, Minister for Commerce and Industry 
announced in the Lok Sabha on 1 September 1958»

(For dotails, see Sootion S3, pp»2'?-2<f-°f this 
Beport )»



iL,

Retrenchod Workers of River Valley Projects: 
Arrangements for Keemployraonb.

About 5,000 workers of Domodar Valley Corporation 
and about 1,500 nt Hirakud are lilaely to bo rendered 
surplus in the nonr future, Till the end of June 1158, 
3,373 workohsrged staff out of 3,641 retronohed by the 
D.V.C. had secured alternative employment« Out of 
1,156 workers retrenched at Hirakud, 164 were awaiting 
employment« This information was given by the Union 
Deputy Minister for Labour, Shri Abid Ali, in a written 
reply to a question by Sarvashri Tongamani, Vajpayee, 
U.L. Patil and N.R. Uunisamijin Lok Sabha on 19 August 
1958.

Shri Abid Ali also gave details of arrangements 
madoby Government to re-deploy workers rendered surplus ~ 
on completion of river valley an d other large construc
tion projects. He said an Officer on Speoial Duty had 
been appointed in the Directorate-General of Resettlement 
and Employment for this purpose. Several employment 
exchanges had also been set up at some project sites.
The Officer on Special Duty co-ordinated the work of the 
State Directorates and Employment exchanges concerned, 
contacted the Central Ministries and other employing 
agencies, collected information regarding vacancies and 
arranged the visita of selection teams to the project 
sites for Bolaotion of retrenched personnel. This work 
was reviewed from time to time both at the Central and 
State levels by co-ordinating committees composed of 
representatives of principal employing departments.

(Press Hote dated 19 August 1958, 
issued by the Government of India)»

«L»
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Employment Bureau at Delhi University;
Proposal under Conniteration®

A draft sohene for sotting up on Employnent 
Bureau at the Dolhi University has been sent to the 
Delhi Administration and their proposals aro anaited®

This .was stated by the Union Deputy Minister 
for Labour# Shri Abid Ali, in a written reply to a 
questioni by Shri Ram Krishan, Shri D.C« Sharma and 
Shri Tangamani in the Lok Sabha on 4 September 1958®

(Press lioto dated 4 September 1958, 
issued by the Government of India)®
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CHAPTER 9« SOCIAL SECURITY«

IÎIDIA - SEPTEMBER 1958«

92» Legislation«

Workmen* s Compensation (Amendment) Bills Ilon-Official
Bill introduced in Parliament to provide for Increase**

in Rates of Compensation«

Shri Aurobindo ffhosal (West Bengal-Forward Bloo) 
introduced in the Loïc Sabha on 22 August 195B, a Bill to 
amend the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923. According to 
the Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Bill, the 
rate of compensation as given in the Schedule I of the 
Workmen’s Compensation Aot,1923> computed in 1923 was 
based on the thon financial circumstances of the country» 
About 35 years have passed since then end the financial 
circumstances including cost of livipg index have changed, 
but this chart has not been revised» Moreover sons items 
of compensation also require deletion. There is no 
justification in the retention of the differences in the 
rates of compensation for the loss of hand just above the 
elbow nnd for the lo3s of a hand just below tho olbow«

The Bill seeks to substitute the following for the 
existing schedule It



> A

"SCniDTJLL I

(See Sootions 2(1) and 4 )

Li3t of injuries deemed to result in pemanent/partial 
disablement»

Injury Percentage of loss of
 earning capacity»

Loss of right am above or belon the elbow..... 90

Loss of loft ana above or below the elbow.....• 80

Loss of leg above or beloxv the Imed»........... 80

Permanent total.loos of hearing ............... 70

Loss of one eye ............................... 50

Loss of thumb or any phalanx of thumb«... 45

Loss of all toes of one foot 40

Loss of index finger —------------s—------ —--------- — SO

Loss of great toe .••••..7. .................... so

Loss of any finger or any phalanx of any finger
other than index finger..................... 25 ”

(The Gazette of India,Extraordinary, 
Part II,Section"2, 22 August 1958,

pp® 800—*802 )®

!L»



95» Application»

Indio ~ September 1958»

Punjab« He view oft the Annual Report or. the forking of
the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923, in tho Stats during
----, 1955»'

According to the review by the Government of Punjab 
of the annual report on the working of the TTorkmen’s ' 
Compensation A<jt,l92S, in the State for the year 1955, 
there wore 71 cases pending from the last year and 149 
fresh cases wore received during this year, makin g a 
total of 220 cases as noted bolero:-

(i) Fatal - -------------------------------- — 109
(ii) Permanent disablement —— 66

(iii) Temporary disablement-—— 45
Total, 220

Two cases- relating to fatal accidents were received 
for disposal from other Commissioners, thus bringing the 
total number of cases for disposal to 222 in dll. Of those 
164 cases were disposed of leaving a balance of 58 cases 
as pending at the cust close of tho year»

There wore 14 cacos, including ono case from the last 
year, which related to proceedings other than award of 
compensation and deposits» Those cases included five cases 
relating to disablement of women, etc., under legal disabi
lity» Of these ton wore disposed of as disbursed to the 
dependents or workmens and four as refunded to employers»

_ _ , ’ Agreements.—
/There were 158 oases of agreement including 81 pending 

from, the preceding year» Of these 122 oases were disposed 
of leaving S6 (15 relating to payment of compensation for 
permanent disablement, eightto tempoary disablement and 15 
to commutation of half monthly payments) as pending at the 
close of tho year»



Tho nunbor of workman to vhom compensation woe awarded 
during the year was 95, as against 81 during the preceding 
year» Those are split up as under:»

(1) Fatal - -----------------  51
(2) Permanent disablomonb —————— SO
(3) Temporary disablement----——--------- 14

Total•

Ko prosecution was launched by the Commissioners for 
Workmen’s Compensation during tho year under report.

Amount of compensation.- The consolidated statement 
submitted by various factories coming under the purview 
of the Act, reveals that there were 1,904 accidents during 
the year of which 127 were fatal, 147 related to permanent 
disablement and 1,630 to temporary disablement. The total 
amount of compensation paid in respect of theso accidents 
amounted to 425,173 rupees 12 Annas as against 408,197 
rupees 12 annas and 8 pies during the preceding year*

The amount of compensation paid for different 
categories of scc-idiost* accidents, was as under:-

Rs. As.P.
(1) Fatal-----------—————-------- 2037467-T-ff
(2) Permanent disablement ——— 170,007- 6-0
(3) Temporary disablement ———— 51,699- 1-0

Total. 425,173-12-0

There was no oqso of death, permanent disablement or 
temporary, disablement due to occupational disease during 
the year under review .

(Punjab Government Gasotte, Supplement II 
19 September 1958, pp. 127-128 )<»



Deport on the Working of the "Employees’ Frovident/Bchene
— for tho YGQr 1956-195^7—————■

Scope end coverage»- According to the report of the 
Central Board of trustees of the Employees* Provident Funds 
Scheme, the total number of establishments brought under the 
Act by SI December 1957 was about 6,272 having about 2.367 
million subscribers, The total number of employees (including " 
those who are not members of the Fund) in the covered establish
ments of about 6,272 is estimated at 2,895 millions. Thus it 
is estimated that 82 per cent employees in the covered efetablish- 
ments are receiving the benefit of provident fund. Including 
0,48 millions subscribers in the estates in Assam and 0,38 
millions under the Coal Mines ^rovident Funds Act the total 
number of beneficiaries under Government sponsored Schemes of 
compulsory Contributory Provident Fund comes to about 3,23 
millions.

The table below shows the comparative position since 1955s

Tear Factories/
Establishments o

Members. Total contributions 
in Million of rupees 
including past 
aooumxlations.

31-3-1955 ..... 1,354 453,896 149.8
51*3-1956 1,667 556,922 219.2
31-3-1957 ..... 3,936 842^300 307.6
31-12-1957......... 5,526 1,336,475 431.7

Region wise arjbalysis shows that the Bombay region had the 
maximum number of factories/establishments, i.e., 1,235 with 335,729 
members, llext in order of strength came West Bengal and Madras 
regions with 898 and 323 factories/establishments respectively.

# Eeport on the Werktug of the Employees* Provident Funds Scheme 
1956-1957« Government cf Indios Ministry of Labours Issued 
by the Central Board of Trustees, Employees’ Provident Funds 
Schops: pp, 28,



Contribution»- Contributions ore paid"at the rate of 
G-l/4 por con t of the total of basic -nngos, dearness 
allowanco and cash value of food concession» An equal 
amount io paid by the employer. The total employers* and 
employees* contributions collected from employers during 
the year 1956-57 amounted to 79.5 million rupees including 
the past accumulations recoived in cash» The total amount 
of provident fund contributions collected upto the end of 
December 1957 was about 1,019 million rupees inclusive of 
rofunds» (588 million rupees in exempted and 431 million 
rupees in non-exempted factories)*

' Çhe/proposal to increase the rate of contribution from 
6-1/4 por cent to 8-l/3 per cent was under consideration.

Pa3t accumulations»- With the extension of the Employees» 
Provident i'unds Act to additional industries during the period 
under review the provident fund accumulations to the extent 
of 9.121 million rupees were transferred to the statutory Fund 
in the form of securities by the newly covered establishments 
in these, industries»

Inoome and expenditure»- Expenses of the Employees» 
Provident Pund Organisation are met from levies of administrative 
and inspection charges from the employers of non-exomptod and 
exempted factories at the rate of 5 per oent and 3/4 per cent 
respectively on the total amount of provident fund contributions 
collected in each month and not, from the amount of provident 
fund nor from public revenues» A sum of 2.311 million rupees 
was received on account of administrative charges from un
exempted establishments and a sum of 1.044 million rupeos as 
inspection.ohorged from exempted establishments»

The inoome and expenditure for the year 1956-57 is shown 
below:- ....

IhCOIffl EXPEHDTTURE

3,449 million rupees 2.044 million rupees.

IHCOUE

Administrative and 
Inspection charges .

3.355 million rupees.

Damages

0,003 millon rupees
Interest on
Investments
0,091 million rupees.



Surplufl amounts in administration accounts are regularly 
invested and the interest £s credited to that account* The 
total of administrative and inspection charges collected upto 
tho end of December 1957, inclusive of interest, is ahout 15*9 
million rupees out of which a sum of 9,570 million rupees has 
been spent,

Tho table below gives statistical details about the 
working of the Schema j-

*1. 2,357 millions nearly 
in 5,272 establishments,

0,453 millions.

S.

4.

Total number of active subscribers 
on 31 December 1957,

Total number of members on 31 March 
1955.

Total number of members who joined the 
Fund from 1 April 1955 to 51 December 0,883 millions, 

1957.
Total refunds to members of Fund by 
31 December 1957,

5. æotal refunds upto SI December 1957 
including those to exempted establish
ments,but NOT INCLUDING refunds made 
in exempted factories to individual 
employees.

6, Total amount refunded to members of 
the Fund(l April 1957 to 31 December 
1957),

*7, Amount of provident fund contribution 
by Dooember 1957, in all covered 
establishments non-exempted and 
exempted,

8, Amount of provident fund from 1 April 
1957 to 31 December 1957,

127,959 claims - 27.2
Million rupees(Average 
213 rupees per claim), 

55,7 million rupees.

32,144 cases - 10 Million 
rupees,(Average 314 rupees 

' per claim) •

1,019 Million rupees.

ÜÜfcEZED ædsixtatratxnnxnnfenxai

124 million rupees(non- 
exempted establishments. 
Includes past accumulations), 

91 million rupees (exempted 
establishment s ) .

9.657 million rupees.9. Expenditure on administration upto 31
December 1957, (Progressive).

10. Expenditure on administration during
1955-57 (2 years).

11. Balance in Administration Account as 6,22 million rupees.
•on 31 December 1957 including 
interest earned.

3,954 million rupees.

* The figures relate to both exempted and non-exempted establishments. 
Other figures relate to non-exempted establishments, except where 
otherwise stated.



Extension of coverare«- °uring the year under review 
the Aot was extended to the following factory industries«
Edible °ilo and fats» Sugar» ^ubber and rubber products» 
Electricity including generation, transmission and distribution 
thereof» Tea except in tho State of Assam where the Government 
of Assam have instituted a separate Provident Fund Scheme for 
the Industry including plantations. Printing, including the 
process of composing types for printing, printing by letter press, 
lithography, photogravure or other similar process or book
binding» but excluding printing presses, covered under "newspaper 
establishments” to which the Employees* Provident Funds Act has 
already bedn extended under Section 15 of the Working J ournalists 
(Conditions of Service and îliscellaneôus Provisions Act,1955»
Stone-ware pipes» Sanitary wares» Electrical Porolain Porcelain 
Insulators of high and low tension» Refractories. Tiles, Hatch 
factories having a production of over 500,000 gross boxes of 
matches a year» Sheet glass factories, gloss shell factories; 
and bbher glass factories having an installed capacity of over 
500 tons permonth» Heavy and fine chemicals. Indigo» Lac 
including shellac» Hon-ediblè vegetable and animal oils and fats» 
Mineral oil refining industry. Industrial and Power Alcohol. 
Absestos Cement Sheets.

Section 15 of the Working Journalists (Conditions of Service) 
and Miscellaneous Provisions Aot, 1955 provides that the Employees* 
Provident Funds Aot,1952 will apply to every newspaper establishment 
in which twenty or more persons are employed on any day, as if 
such newspaper establishment were a factory to which the aforesaid 
Act has been applied by a notification of the Central Government 
under Sub-Section (3) of Section 1 thereof and 83 if à newspaper 
employee were an employee within the meaning of that Act» The • 
Employees* Provident Funds Scheme, 1952 was extended with suitable 
modifications to newspaper establishments with effect from the 
31 Doceriber 1956»

In December 1956 the Employees* Provident $unds Act,1952 
which applied only to factory industries was amended by Parliament 
to empower Governmen t to'extend it to non-factory establishments.
In exercise of the now powers tho benefit of compulsory contributory 
provident fund under the Employees* Provident Funds Act,1952 
has also been extended with of feet from 30 April 1957 to v/orkers 
in plantations of tea (except in Assam whore a similar Act of • 
the State Government is already in operation), coffee, rubber, 
cardamom and pepper employing 50 or more workers.

The provision of the Act was further extended to employees 
of the oxygen, acetylene and carbon-dioxide gases industry, to 
four classes of mines»viz,, manganese, gold, iron—oro and limestone, 
an d to coffee curing establishments.



! !í

Advances» forfeiture and refunds«- According to the 
existing provisions of the boploycoa’ Provident Funds Scheme, 
members oon get loan from the Fund for financing life 
insurance policies only, fho proposal to grant loans to 
members in cases of serious illness io under Government’s 
consideration. The Government decided that pending amendment 
to the Schomc, loans should be granted to the members of 
the Fund in cases of serious illness» but each case should 

bo referred to them. The“number of such cases and the amounts 
involved are given be Ions—

Loons for
seriouB
illness.

■Withdrawals 
for financing 

life insurance
policies.

^otal.

lio.of applications received •
during the year. 79 13,785 13,864

lio.of cases where amount was •
sanctioned. 8 11,873 11,881

lio.of oases in which withdraw-
als were not utilised. • • 695 695

Rs. Rs. F-s.
Amoun t paid during the

year kh±ee in rupees. 1,445 900,628 902,07

A sum of 105.0 million rupees ■was forfeited during the 
year under report. Rules for refund have since been amended 
and it has now been decided that the amount forfeited should 
bo utilised for paymen t of money- order commission and for 
financial assistance in emergent cases under certain conditions. 
During the the year a sum of 80,124 rupees was spent on money 
order commission and 119 rupees in affording financial assistance.

During the year 1956-57» 33,660 claims were received
in the regional offices and 32,661 (including 705 outstanding 
claims of the previous year) wore settled for about 7.653 
million rupees.



Inspection«- During the year under report, 723 and 
3,221~inspeotiros wero made in exempted and unoxempted 
establishments respectively. The number of inspections

•nan not satisfactory duo mainly to shortage of Inspectors.
The part-tiro Pegionnl Commission ;rs wore generally keening 
one Inspector dosle-tiod to doal with the day to day work.
The extension of the •Act to additional industries and conse
quential increase in the volume of work nado the inadequacy 
of Inspector-strength more pronounced»

In addition to this, the Provident Fund Inspectors 
inspected several infant establishments to verify whether 
they would coro under the Act. They had also to visit 
froquontly establishments newly covered to educate the 
fjanagemonts nswiy in the various provisions of the Act and 
Scheme and their statutory obligations in addition to 
making surprise visits to defaulting factories with a 
view to pull them, up and. persuade them to pay up all arrears 
and render the requisitestafcements. Frequent visits to
courts of magistrates and the Certificate Officers in 
connection with legal action against defaulters also 
accounted for much of their time«

Proseeutionsand recovery proceedings«- One hundred and 
seventy-four fresh prosecutions were sanctioned during the 
year out of which 158 were actually utilised. One hundred 
and seventeen factorieo/ostablisluaents were involved in 
those prosecutions. One hundred and two cases (including 

pending cases of the previous years) were decided. Of 
these, 87 resulted in conviction and 15 in acquittal. A
sun of 17,083 rupees wa.3 awarded as fine in the oases 

resulting in conviction.

One hundred and fiftysix cases of certificate proceed
ings wore initiated during the year to recover as arrears 
of land revenue 5,647,515 rupees as provident fund contri
butions and 137,024 rupees as administrative oharges 
respectively due from the defaulting factories/establishments. 
A total of 1,711,008 rupees and 39,834 rupees were recovered 
as provident fund contributions and administrative oharges 
respectively during the year*

«L«



LIST OF PRINCIPAL LAWS PROMULGATED DURING THE
PERIOD COVERED BYTHE REPORT FOR SEPTEMBER 1958.

INDIA - SEPTEMBER 1958.

CHAPTER 7» PROBLEMS PECULIAR TO CERTAIN CATEGORIES
“ OF WORKERS?

Working Journalists (Fixation of Bates of Wages)Aot, 
Act»1958 (Hoi 29 of 1988). (The Gasetto of India, 
Ííjefcraordinnry, Part II, Seotion 1, IS September 1958
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